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DEFINING THE PROBL-EM 

Introduction 

This is the first of a series of analyses which will be structured around the 
seven stages of the policy process depicted an the vertical axis AB of the 
conceptual model: problem definition, aggregation, agenda setting, policy 
decision, design, administration and execution, In general, this 
corresponds to the chronological development of the IB but there ~ 1 1 1  be 
times when the formation and implementation stages do no' reflect a 
chronological sequence. For example, some - c y " r t C  izgiernentatian 
may be cunzidered during the formation stage, just as events during 
implementation may reshape the original policy. Chapter 11 contains 
chronologies of events relating to the origins and development of the I6 
diploma a rd  the ID Office. 

As each stage is treat& the other two axes of the conceptual model - 
actors and factors influencing their behaviour - come into play. Arising 
from the discussion, a geometric three-dimensional representation of the 
main actors and influential factors is conrposed for each stage of the 
policy process. These chapter analyses respond to the rese~rch question: 
what are the characteristics of p l i cy  formation and implementation 
which led to the establishment of the IB diploma and the IB Qffice? The 
first step in defining the problem is the perception of a situatiun which 
needs a solution. The growth of international schools is a major event 
which led to the creation and perception of a problem and its subsequent 
rlarifica tion. 

This chapter is divided intc four sections. The first section discusses the 
influential factors (many of them related to the environmental context) 
and actors leading to a growth in international schools, beginning after 
the First VVorld War. The fiationa: biiiersiiy of the studeni population in 
international schaols then givss rise to problems associated with the 
educational program which is outlined. The second section concerns the 
appearance and behaviour of various actors as they perceive and clarify 
problems regarding international schools. It begns with a discussion uf 
headmasters supported by bXESCQ (an organisational actor) followed by 
the contribution of parent actors and non-education professionals 
principally employed by the UN and its organisations. This section 
concludes with the ISA consultant and the headmaster and chairmar? of 
the Basd of the international School of Geneva in the early 1940s. Actors 
and influential factors are categorised according to the nontenclature of 
the conceptual framework. 

The third section is a synthesis of the preceding discussion centered 
arotTnd a figure depicting the founding af the International School of 
Geneva and subsequent international ichools, followed by a table of five 
problems related to these schaols as defined by various actors for different 



problem definitijn stage or layer of rh&onceptual framework arising out 
of the anaiysis. A final table summarises in chronological order the 
important actors discussed in this chapter and the significant events with 
which they are associated. 

Factors Influencing Problem Definition 

The Risz of Internntion~l Schools 

The Great War uf 1914-1918 demonstrated in a terrible manner the way in 
whrch nations were distrustful and intolerant of each other. Xn the 
uneasy peace of the 1920s and 1930s, national leaders begm the first 
tentative steps towards global cooperation which were to result in the 
foundation of the United Nations. In 1920-21 the League of Nations and 
the Internatland Labour Office established their headquarters in Geneva 
with staff drawn from many countries, There was a need for a school 
which would cater for students with a diversity of languages and 
cultures, a school whch could prepare them for university education I 

their home countries. So it was that in I924 the International School or 
Geneva was founded by a group of parents predominantly fro:q the 
League of Natlons and the International Labour Office in conjunction 
with Adalphe Ferriere, a sociologist, and Elisaheth Rotten, a German 
schnlar, both of the Rousseau Institute (1912) in Geneva. The parents, 
rnativated by a belief in  the objectives of the organisations they served, 
wanted a s c h d  which ~vould give the child 

a cumptete and round4 view of the world which was the workshop of his p r e n s ;  
no: only the view, but the knowledge and understanding; not oniy knowledge, but 
t k  love and the desire for pace: !he feeling of !he brotherhd of man !Maurrt!e 
1948: S).  

idB7iiigy Fraiher than ptaciicaJ+. the faczfir ;i.3&-h 
these parents into action. Fc.rri&re housed the first class in his family's 
chalet and was technical adviser to the school from 1924 to 192it during 
which time the Rousseau Institute launched the 1nternation;sl Bureau of 
Education with FerriPre as Assistant Director [Avanzini et G! 1979: 44). 

World leaders were the actors responsible for the creation of political 
env~ronmentat factors - the League of Nations and the International 
Labour Office whose employees bccame the parent actors to whom the 
international shoo t  of Geneva owes its existence Its objectives were to 
m e !  the specific educational demands of "an international community 
such as exists in Geneva ... to imbue the new schml community in 
which the students were to live and grow with an earnest belief in 
'in!ernationailsmH' (International School of Geneva Student- Parent 
Handbmk 1924) It W&.+ founded for :his idpologicat reason but also for 
the practical purpose of enabling studentr to continue their studies in the 
schools and universities of other countrirs (Oats 1952: 21. The 
internatinnat Sthoo'l of Geneva is regarded as the first of the truly 
internatianal schools; that is, a schmi offering a number of national and 
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some international curricula for a culturally varied expatriate student 
population. 

In X925 the Director of the school, Paul Meyhoffer, circulated a 
questionnaire to seventeen European leaders in educational reform 
seeking their reactions to a proposed mturi tP  intenationnie. (In 
Switaeriand the secondary leaving certificate is still called the mafuritC or 
the bu.uccataur&t in France). This was the first known suggestion of an 
international school-leaving examination. The full text of the 
questionnaire and accompanying letter is to be found in Appendix 4. The 
idea of a mnturiti intcrnntionafr had arisen through pareiktal concern 
over university acceptance in other countries of thdr children after 
completing siudies at the International School of Geneva. There is no 
record of the responses. The cdl was perhaps tm early as international 
schouls had not yet spread very widely (Peterson 1989: 15). Nevertheless 
tl-orld geoFaph; and world history courses for primary and early high 
schco! were developed at the rchml during the 1930s by Monsieur 
Dupuy and his daughter, Madame Maurette, Headmistress from 1929 to 
1939 @ats 1952: 26-28). The motive was that such courses were 

The League of Nations gave way to the United Nations iUhi) 
Organisation (a political contextual factor) whose charter was established ! 

in San Francisco in 1945 and whose headquarters was (and still is) in 
Xew York. Its principal goal was to maintain world peace. The tragic I ~ 
experience of two world wars inspired the creation of this organisation. 
Just as the League of Nations' personnel had given birth to the 
International School of Geneva so did United Nations Organisation 
empioyes became instrumental parent actors in founding the Unitixi 
P<;:io;;s internatiana! Sckw! iL%IS) in New York in 1947, generally 
regarded as the second most important school after that of Geneva. 
Unlike the League of Nations, the UN gave substantial grants to the 
schml during its first twenty-five years (Malinowski & Zorn 1973: 164). 

A n u m h r  of schools sprang up in different parts of the world under the 
d.ip!omaiic umbrella of one or more embassies. For example, the Djakarta 
Intesnaiioiral Piimaiy School <Indonesia! was founded in 1951 with 
assistance from the American Embassy, Kabul International Primary 
Schnul was founded in 1954 in Afghanistan under the aegis of the French 

The end of the %fond World War saw the decline of the British Empire 
and the emergence of the USA as a world power. Many former cvlonies 
became individual states and the nations of Europe began to unite for 
common economic and pliticaf ends. With the approaching end of 
colonisation in the lake 11450~~ there were many displaced nationals on 



various missions, technicl;! aid or business in countries throughout the 

Rapid air travel, telecommur~ications, the electronic computer and the 
rise or' information technology all contributed to the dwrlapment af a 
world which was increa;ingly interdepefident and intern?tic\i7.ai. Many 
industrial companies, which formerly had a predominately natimal role, 
tuok on multinational dimensions in this new political and 
tecibalogiiai zlimate. 

UNESCO, an Important agency of the UN, was formed in 1945 *::er thp 
end o i  World War- Two with i ts  headquarters in Paris to promote 
international intellectual cooperation in the fields of education, saence 
and culture. Another UN specialised agency, the World Health 
Org~nisation~ was created at the same time in Geneva and others 
iul!owd in the years in come. These represent irn7ortant political, social 
and ideological factors which added to the internitional displacement of 
national public servants, 

After the %cnnd World War international education exchanges between 
the USA, Europe and the Middle East occurred. The USA government 
iaunched itself into "biiateral internationalism" by supporting student 
exchanges particularly at unisersity level. Many foreign stsldents studied 
ai universities and colleges in the USA and the 1946 Fulbright Act 
sliowed many Americans ta study overseas (Leach l%% 132). In 1950 

m~niioned in this & a ~ ; ~ r  and dis~vssed more fully in Chapter 5. These 

At the same time in the Euurape of pst-&'orld War Trso, international 

enable their rhiidren to easily reintegrate into their national education 

Ffenrr, Ertm the h g n n i n g  of the International Srhml of Geneva in 1924, 
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the divergence of university entrance requirements. The nationally 
diverse population of international schools, while providing a rich, 
cultural experience also led to a nurnkr of problems. 

The Educutionai Program of 'nternational Schools 

As international schools started to grow in many parts of the world the 
most pressing problem was that of preparing senior students for 
university, either in their home country or elsewhere and of facilitating 
international exchange or waansfer of students at various stages of 
schooling. An international academic passport was required. Parents and 
their children were most affected by this; school teachers and 
administrators also perceived the problem. Three types of student had to 
be catered for: 
1 the student abroad for the flrst time, a-riving from a different national 

education system; 
? the student returning home from abroad having attended schools in 

one or more countries; and 
3 the student abroad destined to move to countries other than the home 

country for school and university education. 
Confronted with a diverse cultural mix of students, what should the 
academic program be? No international program existed, although 

o ~ a d a r n e  Maurette and hlonsieur Dupuy had pioneered and taught 
world history and geography at the International School of Geneva in the 
1930s and 1940s (Oats 1952: 26-28). International schools had to work with 
existing national academic: programs which would be recognised at least 
by the universities of those nations. 

Some international schools prepared all students for the one national 
exam,natior, 2nd rslied upon "equiualense" agreements (which were not 
always easy to negotiate) to secure university placements in other 
countries. For example, the UWC of the Atlantic in Wales offered only 
English "A" levels when it was founded in 1962, yet its students came 
from all over the world (Peterson 1968. 274). Others prepared a number 
of national examinations wlthin the one school such as the International 
Sthoal of the Hague (later to become the American School 0 6  the Hague), 
founded in 1953, where three national streams operated leading to the 
pre-university examinations of France, Germany and the USA (Knight & 
Leach 11964: 452). UNIS offer& American Advanced Placement and 
British " A  Levels (Malinowski & Zorn 1973: 128). From the outset the 
fnlernatianai School of Geneva prepared students for the national 
university entrance examinations of England ( " A  levels), France 
(boccnlaur&f), Germany (arbitur), Switzerland (maturi tD,  and later (in 
the 1940s) the American College Board Advanced Placement 
examinations (Mowat 1968: 280). At the international School of Geneva 
after the Second World War there were small numbers of students 
undertaking courses in classes grouped according to nationality. A 
similar situation existed a r  would soon exist in other international 
schools such as UNIS. This led to difficulties, perhaps the same a those 



university entrance examinati6n some twenty years before. 

A problem had, then, emerged from an international sci~ool 
phenamenor~ created 3y political, technological, s d a l ,  ideological, 
educational and economic events which had demographic repercussions 
on student mobility. This began in a small way after the First World Wai 
and escalatld after the Second World War. The political environment 
was dominated by actions towards world peace. The key event was the 
creation of the United Nations Organisation (and i ts predecessor the 
Leapile of Nations} by the Heads of State of a number of countries who 
were united in a desire to prevent ever again the destruction caused by 
the two world wars. It gave a feeling of security which facilitated 
movement between countries in an effort to rid the world of xenophobic 
attitudes. Some parts of the wrorld were joining forces in the fields of 
educatior, science and culture (UNESCO) and in health (World Health 
Otganisation) for example. At the same time deco10nisation gave rise to 
many expatriate missions abroad. 

Economically there was a resurgence of activity after the depression of the 
war years and companies seize? k:-.r ~pportunity to become 
multinational with research and production sites in many parts of the 
world. Educationally the USA took a lead in promoting stude3t 
exchanges across the globe. 

This cornblnation of environmental factors led to a large dernograph:c 
shift o; families, particularly to international cities like Geneva where 
many fcreign businesses (in addition ko international government 
organisations) became established after the %cond World War. Ti;e 
English speaking population of Geneva insreased rapidly at this time; the 
International School of Geneva went from a very personal family-type 
school during the 1920s and 1930s to a much larger school, principaiiy 
due to an influx of American business interests. French-speaking 
students became a minority in the school for the first time (as they 
remain today) and the Advanced Placement examinations of the 
American Coiiege b a r d  were added to the programs taught 
(Gmrmaghtigh interview 1991). 

In addition to the practical problem of international transfer between 
schools offering different programs and preparation for university 
entrance world-wide, a pedagogical problem was also prrceik by 
teachers and headmasters. It concerned the inappropriateness of national 
curricula for providing a truly global dimension and international 
experience in the academic program. The informal relationships between 
cufruraflv diverse individuals in an inter ~ational s c h ~ l  setting should 
be enhanced by formal recognition in the academic program of subjects, 
methodological approaches and international comparisons which would 
enable individuals to see their own cultural identity in relation to the 
rest of the world. Such a program would go a long way towards teaching 
tolerance of other ways of thinking and being, and would contribute to 



which was prevalent after the First and Second World Wars. Pedagogical 
problems could arise where, for example, mathematical procedures and 
thought processes or the perception of hisrorical events vary between 
nations. This could lead to difficult confli-ts within the individual who 
transfers from one system to another, particularly if national programs 
do not allorv for culturally different approaches. 

Referring to the multicultural and transitory nature of international 
school students, one writer describes international schools as "veritable 
Towers of Babel filled with adolescent nomads" for whom an 
international program and world-wide university access are 
indispensable Manson 1971: 10). 

The League of Nations had given, then, the impetus for the creation of 
the International School of Geneva in 1924 just as its successor, the UN, 
did for UNrS in 1947 in New York. Other international schwls were 
springing up in Africa and the Middle East, usually because of the 
presence of Large expatriate ppulations connected with government or 
business ventures. This growth of international schools provided an 
educational environment which spawned a number of important 
organisational and individual actors who played a part in defining the 
problem. Individual actors such as headmasters, parents, teachers and 
education officials, important ?D defining the problem, are identified and 
discussed. 

During the discussion these actors are identified first by the positioiial 
approach of Gergen (Baum & Gergen 1968: 180-2041; that is, the formal 
amount of leverage is related to the official position held. The actual 
leverage may be more or less than that designated by the official psition 
according to whether the incumbent has personal influence beyond his 
or her official status or not. For some actors, then, the reputational 
approach supplements the positional approach: "knowledgeable" people 
were asked their opinions about the effectiveness of individuals and the 
esteem in which they were held, 

Meyhoffer, Parents and the League of Nations (prior to World Wffr  TWO) 

Appendix 4 contains the full text of Meyhoffer's letter to seventeen 
European leaders in educational reform proposing a maturitt' 
znternationale. In addition to being Director of the International School 
of Geneva, Meyheffer was also Director of the International Bureau of 
New Schoo!s which had been established by Femere in 1899. 

The New School 1s a family boardrng srhml in the country where intellectual 
ducation is based on the &Id's p%unal expcifilce - with recourse to manual 
work (school through work) - and on moral education through the practice of 
pup~ls' self-government IAvanziniet a1 1979: 43). 



In 1912 when the Rousseau Xnstitute was formed, FertiPre's International 
Bureau of New Schools became one of its sections. 

The idea of a rnaturift: internationale had arisen in discussions within 
the League of Nauons and this had t e n  raised at a bard  meeting ~f the 
International School of Geneva since a majority of the b a r d  members 
were parents employed by the League. The first question of Meyhoffer's 
questionnaire clearly exposes the impetus behind the suggestion: to 
provide a basis for the equivalence of university entrance quaiifications 
across n~tional boundaries, thus easing access to these institutions. 
Parents, then, were motivated by concerns about international mob;iiby 
as it affected their children's pursuit of higher studies in the university of 
their choice The prime factor influencing the parents was demography 

In view of the current profile of the I3 diploma the rnaturite' inter- 
nntionale idea was interesting. Question 7 cf b e  questionnaire sought 
opinions on the following structure: 
1 A minimum obligatory program of seven disciplines - history, native 

language, geography, biology, physics, maths and a "manual 
occupat~on" (which included the arts) 

2 An optional extended program based on the seven disciplines above 
with students choosing a t  least two of the seven subjects to study 
In more depth. 

3 A supplementary program to include any subject needed as a pre- 
requisite for particular univzrsity faculties. 

While ancient and modern languages do not figurr here speafically they 
are in question 4 of Meyhoffer's comrnunlcation where he asked for 
advice on teaching methodology and content in these and other subjects. 

Headmasters and L;NESCO 

In 1948 M r  Kees Boeke, Director of the Werkplaats International 
Children's Community ih Bilthoven (Holland), persuaded the Education 
Division of UNESCO of the importance of support for international 
schools (Oats 1950: 1). k k e  wrote to the Assistant Director-General of 
Education, UMTSCO proposing a world institution with branches in 
various countries so that children of ail nationalities could k educated 
for world citizenship ti~rough international student exchanges which 
would eveniually require an international diploma. 

It will be necssary for reaching success thal an i n k m t i o ~ l  diploma be 
awarded as a result of the coordinated studies completed in different branch 
of the world instituhon and that this diploma is recopid for entrance in the 
nruvers~ties of vanous countiies (&eke 1548). 

LJNESCO was interested at the time in the mutual appreciation of 
various cultures aad was concerned that progress be made in this 
direction. As a result IJ&ESCO convened a meeting which was 
attended by the heads of fifteen schools wishing to develop an 
international outfook. 



The imprtance of influential people in gaining UMESCO support did 
not escape Monsieur Koquette of the International Schml of Gneva  
who, in a letter of the 11th of Apsil 1947 to the Secretariat of the 
UNESCO Education Department, asked for three copies of thg minutes 
of this first historic meeting in order to give one to Mt Bertram 
Pickard, "President of our School Board, a very good friend of Mr P. 
Martin highly placed in the Social Sciences Deparment of UhTESCCY' 
(Roquette 1949). 

Two major items were discussed at this first meeting: Boeke's idea of an 
international educational institution with branches a11 over the world 
to facilitate student exchanges, and the desperate need to train teachers 
in international schmls which was raised by Monsieur Roquelte. A 
subcommittee of the inaugural meeting, chaired by Raquette, aorganised 
the first ever Course for Teachers Interested in International Education 
in 1950 at the international School of Geneva. 

Boeke's proposal included the need for hn international dipiorna for 
which g o v ~ r m e n t  recognition was to be obtained in different 
countries thus enabling students to study in universities all over the 
world. It is interesting to note that the Coll&ge C6v4no1, a boarding 
schoal in a fairly remote area of central France was founded as an 
international school in 1938 by two protestant ministers, Messieurs 
Trocme and Thds. The November 1946 Handbook of the school 
contains the following statement by a former Minister for Education, 
AndrP Philip: 

Cln rent de plus en plus la n b s i t 6  d'orienter Yenseignernent -&ire dans 
le des &1es intemationales. Cellcs-ci dtvraient puvoir d6livrer un 
diplame a caractpre international, sanctionng par YUNESCO, winportant une 
&pivalence svm h diplbrrres comrpondmrs de chaque nation. 

(h necessity for secondazy teaching to align itself with international 
schools is felt mow and more. The= &mls should k able to deliver an 
international diploma authorised by UNESCO and having equivalent status 
with the corrffponding diplomas of each nation.) (CollPgP Cev6.01 
Handbook, November 1946). 

(Coincidentally the CollPge Chbnol is one of the schools in France 
which has been offcring the IB for a number of years). At the first CIS 
meeting Monsieur Theis of the CollPge ChPnol spoke of the serious 
obstacle to student exchanges caused by the rigidity of presoibed 
national curricula and university entrance requirements. 

Monsieur 7heis hoped very much indeed that an international diploma could 
be institumf which would in time be aaepkzd for entrance to all or most of the 
universities of the worfd (Conference of Principals of International Schools, 
Minutes 1945: 12). 

The meeting agreed in principle but felt that the task was too 
demanding for their group and that an organisation such as UNESCO 



might be able to take it up. (A preliminary statement was available 
from a study of university entrance requirements already undertaken 
by the International Association of Professors and Lecturers with 
financial assistance from UNESCO). 

Nevertheless the genuine interest of the meeting in Theis' and Boeke's 
idea is reflected in a compromise resolution whereby all schools 
present "should experiment in 1950 with the award of an international 
diploma at the end of secondary school in addition to the regular 
diploma" (Conference 3f Principals of International Schools, Minutes 
1949: 131 Each school was to he free to make its own regulations for this 
diploma, but two aspects were essenhal: "satisfactory" knowledge of a 
language other than the student's ohm and the preparation of a mini- 
thesls on a sublet of world significance, Were these the dawnings of 
the Foreign Language and Extended Essay requirement of the M? 

As the Conference of Internationally-Minded Schools (CIS) had no 
consuitativ~ status with UNESCO, little financial assistance was 
provided and the idea lapsed. It is, however, important to know that 
one of the achinowledged founders of the IR, Desrnond Cole-Baker, was 
aware that "an internationally acceptable university entrance 
examination was raiwd by the CIS but the task was considered tm 
enomuus" (Cule-Baker 19W: 38). 

fVithol;t Kees Bmke's initiative the f l S  may never have formed and 
the i B  may have taken much iitngrr to bring about. It W-as the actions of 
i n l -   cldu dual ; actorsf leaders in international education (as i t  existed at the 
ti~c~e?, that created associations or a succession of eiients which realised 
2 goa!. In studying the carespndenre  file of the CIS (in the mESCO 
-r.rchires in Paris? one realises that it is the insistent letters and 
Insrtmerahle - -~~ ru.verc&fr\.n.s i~!!i.ted bu Fyp!e like Kees &eke and 
.;ucre.iciue euecutive officers of the CIS whtch made things happen. -~ 
i ni.; i t .  og course. equaiiy true of nss t  undertakings. 

13u;:n~ :he ~iir?.me taration of 1450 an historic fmr w ~ ~ i c  "Course for 
~-, i zarhrri intrrrsted in internabional Educatinn" tmk place at the 
[ntrmatii,nal %:honl of Geneva under the auspices of IJhiESCO and as 
a reigonse :0 itncqu~t:~;~ request for the training of teachers for 
ir,rum-ltiur,ai ~hrkSis  at thera49 "CfS' insuggusaf meting. By the end 

-3- LxIt ririrr:;i., ; ~ r ~ m e n :  on a definition and aim for international 
~ ~ 

eif:ira:ib~n =as reach&: 

ii Ac:d @ W  i)rr t h W  in  undmSadiffg nf his p?rt as 1 axmmon M t s i ~  t~ 

which 611 km irmpeaiw of hdric3n. TK;, crrrrd haw ~ m % t r i b o ~  a& 
wWh &; r;m *mki SIR; it h u k l  @W k m  am mdsstarnjiq of fiis 

-:-M is a &d in rrhi& a v  inK.rdepmdent and in which 

in SIC" an &txatir;rr empasis s u k 3  tu k=d in a bask aattiluck d l i 9 ~ !  hi 
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ail human beings as p m n s ,  undmstanding of thase things which unite us and 
an appreciation of the positive values of those things which may seem to 
divide us, with the objective of &inking free from fear or prejudice (final 
Report of the Coure for Teachers Interested in International Education 1950: 
%xion 1). 

The importance given to history at the beginning of this definition 
may explain why the first international program to be devised for the 
Ifi was in history. fiVorld history and geography courses for primary 
and jurrior secondary school had previously been taught at the 
International School of Geneva by Monsieur Dupuy and Madame 
Maurette in the 1430s and 1940~~ )  

In response to Kws Bwke's project of a worldwide network of schoois 
with common curricula to facilitate an international exchange of 
students, the Final Report expresses reservations about a chain of 
international boarding schoofs based chiefly on concerns about the lack 
of a real family fife in barding away from home. Such students would 
also become disoriented without a country or a religion. Of most 
importance for this study is the comment concerning an international 
exam: 

We do not think that it is possible or even desirable to unify schaol programs 
and final mndary school erams on an international basis. They d e ~ n d  to a 
large extent on the &S of each country (final Reprt of the Courr far 
Teachers Interested in Intmalional Education 19~50: Section 11). 

A fear of losing national identity and not accommodating local 
educational imperatives through conforming to common programs 
seems to h at the rmt  of this statement. The enormity of the task map 
also have k n  a deterrent. Participants in this course did want an 
international curriculum perspective, particularly in history. Their call 
was eventually taken up when the Conference of Sociat Studies 
~-~ Teachers met in 1962; by then the idea of common curricula and 
examinations was mnsidered a way towards university access and an 
international curriculum perspective. 

The Fina! R e p r t  went on to address the following issues: international 
training of teachers, international interchange between schools and 
teachers, relations with education authorities, collaboration of parents 
and coileagues in international education, the tcaching of foreign 
languages and literatures, national characteristics to be presented in 
international education, and religious instruction in international 
education. Many resolutions on these matters were taken up  by the 
EIS. The idea oi an international prcuniversity exam seems, however, 
:o have been laid to rest for almost the next ten years. 

Nevertheless the virulent activity surrounding the actions of Boeke, 
TMs, Raquette and others had paved the way for the first ever 
gathering of teachers to discuss international education in 1450. This 
Course for Teachers Interested in International Education waa an 
educational environmental factor of major importance for the 



involvement c$ teacher actors at the problem definition stage. 

Parents, Non-education Professionals and the UN 

Eertrarn Pickard, a UN civil servant and chairman of the board of the 
International School of Geneva established the International Schools 
Association (15.4) in 1951 to provide an organisation for the schools 
serving the children of international public servants. Parents played an 
important and active role in this organisation for many years. Russell 
Cook, also a UN public servant and member of the Board ~f the 
International Srhool of Geneva, was chairman of ISA for eighteen 
years from 1952 to 1970. These two parents had substantial leverage 
&cause of their official positions within the school community but 
more so because they were UN employees with considerable contacts 
and a vision for intercultural understanding. They wanted the best for 
the children of the internationally moL:le community. While they 
were non-education professionals they acted in their capadties as 
eiected parent representatives on the board of the school and their 
involvement with fSA came about because they had children at  school. 
Hence, they were principally parent actors influenced by idealism for a 
peaceful world which they had either inherited or braught to the UN. 
They were also imbued with an educational mission to assist 
inthrnarional schools in all matters including administration, 
pedagogy, cumculurn and teacher training. 

During the 1950s, TSA organised amual conferences for i ts  growing 
membership of international schools. As a result of these meetings and 
some LWEKrCO contiacts, ISA decided, late in the second half of the 
19S@s, to concentrate on the creation of a common curricula for the 
find two years of secondary education. 

In 1955 ISA formed the international Schools Foundation based in 
New York with the purpose of "raising money fcr interns;tlonal 
schools" (SA Annual Conference Report 1968). This became 
International Schools Services, a private, non-profit organisation 
currently housed in Princeton, hrew Jersey to serve American 
international schools overseas. In the same year an American member 
of ISA reported thai the Ford Foundation agreed to provide, through 
thc~r  Fund for the Advancement of Education, US$85 000 for the 
development of international curricula by UNIS. This was to assist 
with the expenses of planning for the future of the school and for a 
study of the application which might be made in the USA of the 
experience of UhrIS. This was not funding for an IB-type cuniculum as 
UN15 was essentially a primary school only; it commenced its first 
junior high school year in 1955 not reaching grade 22 until 1961-1962. 
Yet it was an important educational factor in the formation of a context 
conducive to the birth of the IB. The Ford Foundation continued to be 
a significant actor in funding international education projects, 
including the IB. 
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In 1956 the ISA discussed the need for establishing equivalence 
amongst the various university entrance examinations, One idea was 
to seek acceptance from as many countties zs possible for pupils 
holding a certificate covering equivalent school work USA Fifth 
Assembly Minutes 1956). The problem still existed but the European 
Commun~ty had devised their own solution which helped revive 
~nterest in an intematlonal pre-university examination. A lawyer 
outside ISA, Dr Albert Van Hautte, co-founded the European Schoob 
in 1957. EIe was invited to address an E A  meeting in 1959 about the 
European Baccalaureate Examination which was offered far the first 
time in the same year (Ecoie Eurapienne: Informations Genbrales 1991: 
I). It is a corrtmon examination allowing transfer of students to 
universities of the participating countries Dr Van kl'sutte pressed the 
ISA to look seri~usly at an international university entrance 
examination for international schools (ISA Eighth Assembly Minutes 
1959). Mayer incorrectly attributes Van Houtte's speech as the first 
attempt to push for an international university entrance examination 
when in fact i t  was Meyhoffer in 1925. He goes on to say that few 
international schools were preparing students for university at that 
time, so the topic was forgotten for a few years (Mayer 1957: 215). 

The advent of the European Baccalaureate strengthened the 
educational context in terms of the awareness of cumcu~a and 
examinations which went beyond national boundaries. Dr Van 
Houtte's contribution marks the intervention of an important non- 
education professinnal influenced principally by a demographic context 
within Europe at this problem definition stage of IB policy 
development 

In 1960 Aleck Forks, a New Zealander and co-director of the 
International Schooi of Geneva, suggested that ISA arrange a 
conference for teachers on internationalising the social sciences. This 
was favourably received by Cook and others. The course took place in 
1962 and one of the recommendations *as to prepare an advanced 
level ISA examination in Contemporary History as a first step towards 
Internatlonal currituia. 

The [SA Consultant 

The fucai point of ISA's charter was to assist international schao'ls 
throughout the world. At the 1SA Tenth Assembly in July 1961, Desmond 
Cofe-Baker, head of the English Language Section of the international 
Schml of Geneva, affered to second a senior staff member, Rober' Leach 
(in charge of the history department) as consultant to ISA (Internahonai 
School of Geneva, General Assembly Minutes 4 June 1962). Leach 
acknowledges the foresight, commitment to international education and 
support given him by Cole-Baker: "He is one of the few gmd  
administrators I've seen. He knew how to delegate, how to get things 
done" (Robert Leach interview 1991).'Ke International School of Geneva 
provided US$? 000 in advance to ISA for the consultant's expenses. His 



- .  
. assist with .'knowhow" accumulated at the ~nternational School of 
Geneva; 

. gather questions to which 1SA might provide soluticms; and 

. link the schaals visited (ISA Tenth General Assembly Minutes 1461) 
The consultant visited schools in Asia, Africa and Europe during the 
1961-1962 school year. Robert Leach was, at the same time, able to 
promote the impending conference for teachers of facial Studies. 

The cimsultant's report was written in the latter hhif of 1962 just before 
the Conference of Teachers of Social Studies at the International Schod 
of Geneva in the same year. The iollowing extracts are pertinent as the 
ierm "iatematimat baccalaureate" is uzed for the first time: 

Until an intemationat baccalaureate is operative, the essential idea! of the 
iniernaiional %h001 falls dawn in practice (Leach 1961: 3). 

... t!w development of an international baccalaureate has m value in itself as 
one mre emmjnaiion s,vstern, Its %r\ue lip; in the good influence which it will 
b ing  in diminishing the divisive pull of national examination requimments 
(Leach t%Z: 7). 

There is a ciear reference to the ideological mission of international 
schmls to unite people of different cultural backgrounds artd to provide 
an educstion which will prepare its students for world citizenship. The 
potentially restrictive nature of national curricula for international 
students and the division into cultural groups to undertake national 
exsn~inations within the one school go against the pedagogical and 
ides)logical objectives of ir~terrrational schrxtls. Throughout Asia, Africa 
and Europe, teach had found international schools unanimous that an 
iS was vital for their success (1.~act-1 correspcmdence 1991) although this 
was only one nf thrcx rtc.eds whit! k a m s  appareni. Leach's survey 
showed that internationz! schm!s r e q i i i d  a great deai of assistance with 
curticulurn development and administrative restructuring as well as an 
acceptable schmt leaving qualification. 'The isolation of many schwls 
was terrible to see" (Colt-Baker conespc>ndence 1989). 

Leach was an important actor im shaping the problems for which the IB 
was to be the eventual solution. As head of history and a well-travelled 
Quaker, Leach had credibility. 'We saw the practical nccessiq for an IB; a 
nationaI curticulu~n perspective, particularly in history, offended him 
inteileetuaiiy. He was respected and liked by his students'' (Hamon 
interview 199'23. 

R e  interxalrnnnl School of Geneva: Iie,zdmoster and Chairman of t f i ~  
i'r~ir~rd 

The schwi's system of offering diverse national programs as a resplrnse 
to the pmbiem of universite. entrance had the following drawbacks: 
. it  created .,in=onomica!lJ viable dass sites: 

it clashed directly with the ethos of international schmls by separating 



nation& coira~unity were often inappropriate to the socio-pedagogical 
needs of an international community (Renaud 1975: 112). 

%ne of thew problems were confirmed by Leach's report and were 
applicable to other internatianal schools. In the early 1960s the 
uneconnrnicii viability of small classes was a factor which influenced the 
chairman of the b a r d  of the International School of Geneva - p h n  
Gmrmaghtigh, a parent actor oi considerable impartance as the Director 
of the Euiopan Office of the Camegie Endowment for hiernational 
Fence. Other b a r d  members were alsa wncer~ed at the effect on ?&ition 
fees of the smaif classes iGrksmmaghtigh interview 1991). Goormaphtigh, 
htjwever, as a resu!t of active service in the Second World War, was not 
~ ~ p l y i n g  o d v  iisrd reasoning to the problem of small class sizes; he was 
also bv ideological concerns about the separation of students 
irttc national g&uFs within a school and believed that a truly 
internariona! !.ri~gram and examination could help create a more 
taieran? rt.orli: and lead to iiniversity entrance across the g lob .  

C;oorma~htiqh's - .  influence did not rest on his impressive international 

... 
i5utrtitte interview i991: This impression is confirmed by others who 
found him "inteiligent+ T ~ S O I L L ~ C P ~ U ! ~  ar!icrrlatr" [Leach in2emieu: 1991). 
',an rrcellsnt chairman, realistically idealistic" (Cathier interview IWZf, 
t:agf:ej !: ..nk.~ist, very prdcticai-l (Carus interview 19921, "sometimes 

-..- - - F t ~ ~ ~ i l t i i - e ;  he had crtntarts in the UN and with influential academics 
and po!itidazs ir, the USA and Eurctp" lBnnner interview 191) ;  "He 
was imposing, confident, had important plitical conn~r ions  and 
irnderi;td the need fo: an f E  ifIanson interview IVaZj. Renaud 
iinte~viett- i%I ) ,  or3r of !he nat!y archiists of the iij and a formet 
dircrtirr-pmrrai oi the (B Ofiice, sums Gnomaghtigh up by saying he 
had '!r cdlrbre internatiunal." The researcher cimfirms these 

and heard him s p a k  pubiicly. 

Tki.; idetlizgy was shared by the headmaster of the International Schml 
of Geneva for mos! of the IS&&: Desmond Cole-Baker. The latter had 
b e n  drawn Into teaching in international schools because of active 
strr;ire in the British f orps of Signals in Africa, Sri Lanka, India and 
Burma during the *and World War. NP saw i t  important to mix 
rularal groaps in schw.ra?ls as a way towards rnurrrai, urotid-wide 
underrtaadinp, (Cole-Baker carrefpendence 1989). Col@-Baker was also a 
f t ~ r ~ f r t l  tharaker - convincing and idealistic. "Fie had an excet\mt 



th; staff with an iron hand and enthused with his missionary zeal" 
(Thornas interview 1992). "Fte caught you up in his enthusiasm: he had 
vision and courage" (Poirel iirlterview 1991) and was "not always tactful; 
he could he like a bulldozrr" (Renaud interview 1991). Gellar (interview 
1991) commented: "he was :he kindest man in the world." Eiisabeth 
Briquet pays tribizte to him in the fo!lawing terms: 

I think he was the mst popular teacher the English Language Program has 
ever known. Popular, not only k ~ a u s e  of his geniality and eflicieney, but by 
reasin of this heartfelt, a lmxt  fanatical belief in the clear duty of the 
lnirm~onal Schml of Qnma to lead the iniematioml schools of the world, 
~pringitg up year after ycat in Asia, Europe, Africa, A d c a ,  drvtined t6 k l p  
tcad, a he hoped; quadling humanity into the path of peace. ( E c ~ l e  
Intem;ttionalr de Gedve: 5De Anniverslire 1924-197.1 : 2251. 

intrrnatian~l understanding" (Pnirel 1990: 39). 

Wne Grx3rmaghtigh, Cnle-Baker was also concerned with the cost of 
~., ~~ ~ >mall c!assi.s as file school was going through a financial crisis in the 
earlv i?6Os. The economic context was, then, a con~pelling contributory 
factor which prcrnpaei: t k s e  two men with important leverage to focus 
on the prohiem and i ts solution 

-- ~ ~ h e  difiictilties ni gaining university entrance with ather thm the 
kiiowii diploma of the same country preoccupied parents anb educators 
2s individual cases came to light in quick succession. Students were nr_?t 

p<.c?si;ible stliutions. Concern for family welfare naturally p? . *+d its part 
iilr h a r d  mernhers, all of 5%-horn had ckildren at the schn 

~ ~ 
i % S %  8 4 r. *t:tj . . k\'i~rid C<iiicgc fht. A:i;antic 

&~ 

Ii3h2 at 5t &>naa's, Waifs, nverlixrkin~ =. the Bristol Channel. It is a 

iPeterson 1487: l!. Fie btame headmaster of Salem Schml (Germany) in 
!420 Irr 1932 he wrote to all pr+lSj!r, saying they must break 
IIit:w or break with Salem. HP was arrested bar escaped to Br~lain and 
fo~nderf Goidiinstatrn School in ScoHand which Prince Charles, current 
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president of the UtVC board, attended. He also founded the Outward 
Bound Movement, the Duke of Edinburgh Award and the United World 
Colleges. These achievements embodied the profound educational and 
id&>lcllngical convictions which governed his life. He wanted to change 
prejudices and the causes of war, and reverse the decline in pnysical 
fitness, enterprise, memory and imagination, skill and care, self- 
discipline and compassion (Peterson 1987: 2). Hahn with assistance from 
Sir Laurance Darvall of NATO set about establishing Atlantic College. A 
French businessman, Antony Besse, bought and lonated St Donat's 
castle; he was chairman of the W C  board for some years and is 
currentiy very active as vice-chairman of that h a r d  and of the 
1nternaGona1 Baccalaureate Council of Foundation. Peterso:! first met 
Hahn at a conference on international education at Bruges (Belgium) 
organised by NATO. This led to Peterson's involvement with Atlantic 
Coilege when he was a headmaster in Britain until 1462 and then as the 
director of the Department of Education at Oxford. A non-educationist, 
Rear-Admiral Desmond fioare of the British Navy and a close associate 
of Sir taurance Darvall, accepted appointment as the first headmaster. 

Robrt  Blackburn (deputy director-general of the IB Llffice until his death 
in 19%)) was appointed deputy headmaster of Atlantic College from his 
post as head of history in a British school. During the summer of 1962 
Peterson worked with him on the curriculum for the new Atlantic 
College. Since students wnuid represent a diverse cultural group what 
c~irricciiiiiri should be oiiered? Petersun had been questioning the 
r!ar.ruwness rtf the three 'W levels in England. Atlantic College now 
faced a problem which the International School of Geneva had had for 
many vears: no international universi'y entrance examination was 
dvaiia$ie. The immediate soiutirrn was to r,ffer the Advanced Level ("A" 

seventeen member countries of the Councii of Europe under the 
Esropran Convention a n  the Equivalence of Diplomas of 1453" 
I Frtrrson 1487: 1 C! American ~r.isersities presented no problem since 
admission depended m Sshoiastic Aptitude Tests ( ~ ~ ~ f t ~ i t h  no 

"There were, huwever, a nurrbcr of difficulties assclciated with the British 
cc" . . ~i.4'~ 1 ,t = - I- yrr?p~afft in an international sehaol: 
i The 1953 mnventian paranteed 'hat the foreign student would not be 

reit.cird on the grtlunds that he hzd a foreign qualification. Students 
were, hr,wever, refused admission where they lack& qualifications in 
camputwry prerequisite subjects for cerkain faculties, 
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many faculties. 
4 The stress on translation from and into English in foreign ianguage 

examinations disadvantaged all students who did not possess native- 
like proficiency in English. 

5 The examinations were norm-referenced. Grades were therefore 
awa,-ded with reference to a very large cohort of candidates sitting each 
year for whom English was the mother tongue. Students for whom 
English was a foreign language were therefore handicapped by this 
precess. 

In an effort to overcome these difficulties, Blackburn and Peterson added 
three "subsidiary" Courses, as opposed to the "Kgher" advanced level 
courses; achievement in the former was recorded on an "Atlantic College 
Leaving Certificate." Students had to compl@te at least one course from 
each of tke following groups, three at "higher" and three at "subsidiary" 
level: 
1 the mother tongue 
2 the first foreign language (usually English for overseas students) 
3 a further Ianguage or literature course 
3 social sciences 
5 maths or sciences 
6 arts and crafts 
In addition, reiigious instruction and current affairs were compulsory 
(Peterson i987: 10-131. The similarity between this and the IB curriculum 
which was adopted is obvious, the main difference being that the IB 
demands both maths and science. 

Ir. 1963 the first graduates were received a t  a number of European and 
American universi:ies but the national character of the British 
examination was not ccnsonant with the needs of the international 
stxdent p p u l a t i ~ n .  The schml adopted the IR exclusively from 1971. 

The flurry of curriculum activity by Rlackburs~ and Peterscn at Atlantic 
Cnliege is a further representation af the problems of international 
schools. It occurred at the same time as, but quite independently fmm, 
:he beginnings of the inkernationai contemporary history course at the 
X.,L?L. x,m%%\>a,mz s,w!of c--- -- r,,,,,, ,+:+.- , I  %L.-- >rrsrea by Leach and his staff. ritiantic College 
%as founded tm late to have any effect on the ISA decision makers. The 
.irhm>l had, however, an independent impact on the problem definition 
rtape and was an important cuntributor during the implemenration stage 
where a number of the artnrs involved in the early years of the school 
5fr:ame staunch allies cf the IR, 

Synthesis 

Actors n a y  'X iruquenced by their own &lieis and professional 
knowledge. For tix;impfe, an educator is less likely to prceive a political 
problem than an edifucaiionai one; a businessman will  generally more 
sensitive to an economic n r d  than a~ educator. The preceding 
di~scussirzn has highlighted the contextual factors which also affect the 
perception of Frohie& by actors. -ihe mesh of an individual's personal 



timrproduces pro&m definitions. The definition of the problem or 
problems which led to the solution of the IB spans a little over forty 
years from approximately 1920 to 1962. Various actors at different times 
;aw problems or needs which should be addressed. This section 
s j  nthesises the background to the founding of the InternationJ Schno! 
of Geneva (and other similar schmls) and the identification of the 
problems which fizllowed according to the actors and factors involved at 
difierent iimes. 

Thr Creefian of the interantionaf Schaol of Genrca end Subsequent 
Irt?rrtlntranal Schoob 

The major event giving rise tit n&s which had not existed before was 
the creation of international schools along the Lines of the in:ernational 
ScXml of Geneva. The actors and factors influencing this event are 
represented in Figure 5.1; they form an important part of the preceding 
discussion in this chapter. The nature of the influential factor (political, 
economic, etc.) and af the actor (headmaster, teacher, non+education 
professional, etc.) is indicated in pareniheses. The background setting for 
the creation of the international School of Geneva in 1924 and 
subsequent sirniiar international schools is portrayed. 

The outer circle depicts elite actars on a global scale and the s a n d  last 
outer drcie the environmental factors to which tfke 3ctors contributed. -~ !he con:ex:ual factors :hen produce a further s t  of actors who appear in 
the circif rurruundir~g !he centre; these are the actors who directly 
influs~ced the creation ul the international Ijchaoi of Geneva an$ 
subsequent schiwis, Heads of State as nnn-education professionals 
L-.. - ~ - ~ ~ : u g h t  atwut the League of Fiations and the International Labour Office 
in 192i1, and the and UNESCO with its associated organiatims in 
1945. Their reasons were plilical and ideological: to bring the nations of 
the worid together so thai discussion on a world-wide parliamentar>~ 
scale cnuld take pla.zel and thereby to promote understanding and 
trtlerance of others with a view to reducing cwnflict. 

Heads uf state ai cuionised rotrntries were instrtimental in agitating far 
independence, sometimes with, sometimes without, the support ai the 
head ili state of the cnlnnising power. This politicid independence also 
came a b u t  for social reasons: colonised countries were afraid of losing 
their cultural indepndence - of seeing the impsition of another 
culture which might eventualty dominate and usurp theis awn. 
tovemmmts of dewloped countries, together with private enterprise, 
inl-sted :n de~efopirg  nations; nonducation professionals such as 
campmy exruutives and heads of state tmk this action for pconomic 
reasons, exp~cting some sort of return In the long term. T h a  %me 
actws profited from the building b m  which followed the aavages of 
thr %con& World War and a general economic optimism. Construction 
conparris and athe; private enterprises k a m e  international, and 
national iriluepnme?ltr ... pr;>vt;ided aid other countries. 



Ftgsrrp 5.1 Actors and Factors Influencing the Creation of the Inter- 
natidnal School of Geneva and 5ubsequent International 
Schnols 



to the raiid technological advances after the Second World War which 
brought the countries of the world closer together in many ways: the 
first international radio broadcast occurred in 1922, the first 
international fax transmission occurred in th- same year (by radio) but it 
was not until tks late 1970s that the fax machine became indispensable 
office equipment, the first round-the-world telephone call took @ace in 
1935, the first xerox machine was invented in 1948, the first video-tape 
recording was in 1956, a commercial jet plane was used for the first time 
in 3958, the first satellite of Intelsat (International Teleconununications 
Satellite Organisation) was launched in 1965, Concorde's first supersonic 
passenger flight took place in 1976, and so on. Goven,ments, private 
companies and individ izls were able to instantly contact each other 
across the globe with Intri.asing ease and via an increasing number of 
modes of communication. 

Unidentified education officials in the USA estzblished the Fulbright 
Act of 1946 and the world-wide exchanges of students (and teachers) 
were promoted. The International Bureau of Education (IBE) was 
established in 192.5 b j  tf. 3 Rousseau Institute to promote comparative 
education around the globe by education officials such as Ferriere. 

Thls environmental context depicted in the second last outer circle 
(brought abcut by a combination of political, ideoiogical, economic, 
technological and educational factors) gave rise to international mobility 
Fa:terns on a scaie never before seen. Public servants were displaced to 
tne inter-governmental organisations such as the UN, UNESCO and its 
assdated agencies, business executives and company employees were 
transferred abroad, many missions of economic and social assistance 
were established in countries becoming decolonised, and a conscious 
effort for students to undertake international exchanges - was being made. 

International communities sprang up  across the world with an initial 
emphasis in Geneva and then Mew York. Most parents of the expatriatt 
children were working either for one of the iarp:. inter-governmental 
organisations or for private companies and ihey voicd the need for 
schooling which would suit a diverse eulturaf. student bodv and which 
would r&pond to the idealism of creating a united world -'an important 
objective of the league of Nations and its successor, the UN, Lmal 
s:hwis of the country were inappropriate, often because of the language 
nI instruction, but also because of the unknown acceptance of the final 
secondary school qualification abroad. The need for special schmls to 
cater for this new clientele was apparent and the considerable influence 
of highly placed parents in companies and international governmental 
organisati~ns (together with the educational vision of Monsieur 
FerriQre in the case of the International School of Geneva) ted to the 
growth of international sch,mis. 



As outlined in the methodology chapter, data collection for the problem 
deiinitiort stage is directed by the basic question: who perceives what and 
why? Table 5.1 addresses this question. It shows how different problems 
associated with the spread of international schools (with particular 
rderence to the International School of Geneva) were perceived by 
various actors aver time. Five problems are identified for international 
schuols by different actors for different reasons. Actors knded to propose 
a solution as soon as a problem was perceived; each solution is 
attributed io its proposer with corresponding contextual factors which 
may have contributed to the conception of the problem. 

All of the problcrns identified came about because of the displacement 0: 
na:ionals around the globe and the subsequent creation and growth of 
international schools. The root cause was, then, a demographic factor 
which hindered university admission across the world and across the 
countries of the European Community before the advent of the 
European Baccalaureate. Although it is not regularly mentioned in Table 
5.1, it was a factor understood to be present for all actors. Elwke and 
Thels, however, were not so much responding to the increased 
international mobility patterns of parents and their children as 
promoting student exchange across the globe {ideological motivation 
with demographic repercussions) through the coordinated curricula of a 
network oi schwls, culminating eventually in an international 
rlniversitv entraiice qualification. Thzt is, they wished to create 
delnographic shfts of students iin the same way as the Fulbright Act of 
19%). .Actors were, then, motivated by factors beyond that of the given 
underlving demographic cause to pinpoint problems and propose 
soluti&s perceived according to particular influences operating - at the 
time. 

The researcher has se!ected from the data cs!!xk4 what are considered 
to he the mast prominent influential factors - those which actors 
themselves and others considered to be their main reason for behaving 
as tney did. In fact, action and perception were usually prompted by 
other subsidiary factors in addition to the main factor; such gradations of 
inflticnce are tw difficult to dekermine accurately and are therefore not 
shown. Where carnbinatioi~s of factors seem to be of equal importance 
for a single actor, these ar= indicated. 

The piiw process is not necessarily a chronological sequence; hence a 
problem or  need may appear st one time, disappear, and resurface some 
years :ater after oth& problersls have been identified in the intervening 
period. Table 5 1 commences with the difficulty of university acceptance 
around the globe Meyhoffefs 1925 call for a moturitk rnternationsle 
expressed the feelings of many parents seeking a response to the problem 
of university recognition of different national secondary school 
qualifications brought about by a demographic factor: international 
rnobiIity. Fhifip as Minisfer for Education was an education official who, 
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in 1946, promulgated the idea of an international diploma awarded by 
UNESCO. He may have been displaying the idealism of that 
organisation far a united world of peace hut cne could equally speculate 
that he was driven by sell-interest and that here was a political platform 
which few would deny was important in the aftermath of the Second 
World War. Given that his message appeared in the Handbook of the 
College du  CPvenol, this researcher tends towards the view that the 
imyetus for international student exchanges (eventually necessitating a 
common pre-university qualification) came from the headmaster, Theis, 
(and the founder, Trocmt!) who sought political acceptance and support 
from higher places. In fact the idea of sending students abroad probably 
arose from discussions between Baeke and Theis who knew each other 
professionally. It was the forrnw who broached the idea with UNESCO 
ir. 1348 and at the time of the first meeting of the headmasters of 
internation~lly-mind& schools in 1949. Theis and Trocmk had hidden 

my Jews during the Second World War in and around their school at 
Chm.hr,-sur-Lignon and had accepted students dispfaced from other 
countries by the ravages of war into their school. There was doubtless a 
sense of idealism behind their actions although the educational need of 
internationally coordinated curricula seems to have predominated the 
contribution of Theis at the 1949 inaugural Conference of Principals of 
International Schools. 

Boeke also supported an international diploma which he saw as a 
means of facilitating student exchange amongst the international 
network of schools he proposed in his letter to UNESCO of 1948. Bwke 
saw student exchanges across the world as the first need wkiich would 
necessitate some international curriculum coordination and eventually 
a common diploma "to be awarded as a result of the coordi:aated 
studies" (Boeke 1948) cmpIeted in different schools across the globe. 
Thfis shared Soeke's vision of a global school network for student 
exchange and saw that this was constrained by rigidly prescribed national 
curricula. 

A number of actors were concerxied that national curricula lacked an 
international dimension which was essential for the culturally diverse 
and v-ell-travelled student body of international schools. The origin of 
,I.-. eorld history and geography cuurses, develo* and taught at h e  
International School of Geneva from 1930 was not directly related to the 
growing international population of the school. Monsieur Dupuy, a 
retired professor of geography, was a pioneer in the teaching of world 
gmgraphy (~3ats 1952: 25) which he had been developing when at the 
Sorbonne in Paris. He obviously influenced the thinking of his 
daughter, Madame Maurette, director of the school, who was a histor). 
specialist. The most prominent influentid factor was educational: they 
believed that world history and geography were indispensable as a 
background fcir gaining a perspective on the history and pwgapky of 
any individual country (Oats 1952: 21). UNESCO had, since its inception, 
!atinched a project of "Mutual Appreciation of Eastern and Western 
Cultures" and therefore was interested in an international curriculum 



iinaAcia1 and other assistance to the'two teacher conferekes in 1950 and 
1962 held at the International School of Geneva. 

The Course for Teachers Interested in International Education took place 
in 1950. It considered that history, a subject prone to chauvinism rnore 
than any other, must be taught from an international perspective in 
order to appreciate other points of view and to make informed 
judgments on a global scale. The aim of international education 
emerging from thls gathering emphasised the pivotal role of history: to 
provide an understanding of the past as a common heritage to which all 
cultures and nations have con&ib~*t& - this is essential to an 
appreciation of the present world. 

In 1960 Forbes, the head of the middle school of the International School 
of Genev? at an ISA meeting, called for the school to investigate the 
development of an international social studiei. program for reasons 
similar to those of the Course for Teachers Interested in International 
Education in 1950. Apart from the publication of a world history syllabus 
in 1951 by Madame Maurette, no other action had been taken in this 
direction. This educational actor (headmaster) was motivated by the 
ideology of promoting international understanding. 

A major Conference of Teachers of Social Studies in International 
Schools took place in 1962. Forbes was now director of UNE (NY) but 
came to the conference with two reports on a world history and 
geography course for the first four years of secondary school. Other 
participants provided similar reports on how social studies was taught 
from Grades 3 to 12. This conference recommended that "a joint social 
studies fina! exam be explored by ISA as the first step toward the 
evstab!i$hrnent of bzsic standards" (Report of the First Conference of 
%clai Studies in International Schools 1962: 5). This spurred the ISA 
Eleventh General Assembly (which took place at the same time) to 
recommend that the International School of Geneva formulate an 
advanced level ISA examination in contemporary history with joint 
sponsorship from English GCE, French baccalaureate and American 
College Board officials. It further recommended the development of 
comrnor, standards for grading and marking systems (ISA Eleventh 
General Assembly Minutes 1962). The conference was an important 
organisational actor of teachers who believed an international social 
studies program would cordribute to a world vision. They were also 
motivated by a practical need ta regulate standards across the globe. 

At the same time as the social studies conference, Blackburn and 
Peterson were grappling ~ 7 t h  the curriculum problem caused by the lack 
of an international program and pre-university qualification for the 
culturally diverse student enrolment at Atlantic College. In a school 
founded by Hahn, Darvall and Besse to promote world peace and 
intercultural understanding they improvised a program (not dissimilar 
to the current IB format but based on the GCE "A" Levels) to minimise 
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any disadvantage to the many students for whom English was not their 
native tongue and to attempt to facilitate access to universities world- 
wide. Atlantic College was a supreme example of a school in need of an 
international grogram. Notice that Peterson is classified as a headmaster 
which he was until 1%2 when he t w k  up  his appointment at Oxford. It 
was during his time as headmaster that he became disillusioned with 
GCE "A" levels and was seeking new curriculum ideas, hence his 
involvement with Atlantic College. 

The lawyer Van Houtte saw a demographic and educational need 
fuifilled by the European Baccalaureate* 

Maurette and Wupuy were influenced more by pedagogical concerns 
although ideology played its part. The Course for Teachers Inter-sted in 
International Education (1950) and, ten years later, the BA and the 
Conference of Teachers of Social Studies in Ihternational Schools also 
were influenced by a pedagogical need but different in intent. It was a 
direct response to the international student population whereas 
Mauretre and Dupuy's initiative was a methodological innovation 
applicable in both national and international schools. The ISA, as an 
organisation of non-educators (parents) and educators (headmasters), 
acted initially to create a world vision fideological motivation) via a 
coordinated social studies and history program. 

S~nce the international diploma proposed in 1925 and then in the late 
1940s had not materialised, international schools like that in Geneva 
continued to offer a number of national pre-university examinations 
and negotiated equivalences with universites (not an easy task) as the 
interim solution. This led to an ideological, administrative (as opposed 
to curriculum) problem and a financial need which were then perceived 
principally by a parent of the International School of Geneva - 
Gmrmaghtigh - and the school headmaster, Cole-Baker. 

Goormaghtigh and Ca!e-8~ker saw the division of s:uden:s into 
national class groups, to take the courses of different countries, as 
contrary to the ideals of an international school. Moreover, it created 
small meconomical classes in a school which was already having grave 
financial problems (Ecole interttaticlnal de Geneve: We Anniversaire 
1924-1974: 268). They both saw an international diploma as the soiuti~n 
ideologically, economically tall students taking the one exam would 
result in larger class sizes) and as the ultimate response to a problem 
which was, at its roots, demographic. During his frequent travels abroad 
Gmrmaghtigh had also heard from parents who had had to leave their 
children in boarding school against their wishes or who had turned 
down attractive job offers overseas because they were unsure whether 
their children would gain university acceptance with an entrance 
diploma different from the home country (Goormaghtigh interview 
1991). A family moving overseas without their children or deciding not 
to go deprives the whole family of the cultural and educational 
experience that internationally mobile families accumulate, These are 
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important facets of the influence of family welfare on actors. 

Cole-Baker had a vision of international education at all levels of 
schooling an2 hoped to achieve this through ISA. Because of his bglief 
in international education he seconded Leach as I5A consultant to visit 
schools overseas and report back on their problems. Leach's report 
confirn~ed the ideological, educational and financial implications for 
schools of students divided into national groups that had concerned 
Cole-Baker and Gaormaghtigh at the International School of Geneva. 
Leach was a Quaker and therefore also had an ideological vision about 
world peace to which an international diploma might eventually 
contribute. 

Given the momentum for an international social studies and history 
syllabus which had built up with the coalition of headmasters (CS), 
parents and headmasters (ISA) and trachers (the Conference of Teachers 
of Social Studies in International Wools), the IB would have been 2 

natural extension at some time in the future. Other events, however, 
precipitated the need for an IB. The ideological and financial factors 
which were pressing for Gaormaghtigh and Cole-Baker, gave the 
necessary impetus for action which accelerated the focus on an 
international diploma and its subsequent development. (In fact the one 
international examination and cuniculum offered in English and 
French was to have assisted Cole-Baker in merging the English and 
French sections of the school, thus producing even more viable class 
groups. The proposed dismissal of superfluous teachers did, however, 
cause major resentment amongst the staff and a rift in the governing 
board and parent organisation. Therefore the two sections were not 
amalgamated and continued to offer a French baccalaureate in the 
French section, the I3 k i n g  offered in the English section). 

In a I989 interview, Blackburn. deputy director-general of the IBO, 
expressed his perception of the raison d'itre of the IB. 

The problem? for intemtional shoois with 30 ox 40 nationalities ... were 
titat they were in fact using the cu&culurn and examinations from particular 
countrim (quite often the American and British systems) which were 
d e i g n 4  f o ~  pattimlar asd entimly legitimate national needs but quite 
inappropriate in the international context ... The schools neteed, then, 
intemational curricula atuppet secondary level, and they also wanted an 
international examination for university entrance with mrtethin~ tike 
u n i v e r ~ l  validity (81ackbum interview 25.09.89 in Jonietz Br Hamscds 
1991: 217). 

f onefusion 

In terms of the Cohb & Elder (1972) model of issue emergence referred to 
in Chapter 2 iunder "Systems Theory") all actors discussed so far fall 
~ ~ n r e  neatly into Cnbb & Elder's (1972) category of "circumstantiai 
reactors": they are initiators responding to eveilts and not readjusting a 
conflictual situation between two parties, nor are they "exploiters." 
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&me actors may be considered "da-gaoders" where they are driven by a 
concern for world peace but this idwlogy is rather a reaction to the 
world wars and therefore fits more aptly the category of "circumstantial 
reactors." Moreover Cobb & Elder's term "do-gooders" has unfortunate 
negative connotations and d w s  not suit sincere, ideology-driven 
behaviour. According to their model, the formulation of a problem is 
depende~t on khe dynamic interplay between an initiator and a 
triggering device. fts Harmark p i n t s  out, one weakness in the Cobb & 
Elder model is that a single initiator is difficult to identify "because 
issues often emerge out of a rtew climate of opinion developed over 
time, with a number of actors involved" (Harman 1985: S). This is 
particularly appropriate for this study where the main triggering device - 
the advent of international schools (itself brought about by antecedent 
triggering devices) - led to a number of problems perceived by different 
actors (initiators) over a period of more than forty years. 

Other events occurring after the main triggering device gain in 
significance if p r c e i v d  as urgent. The difficulty of university 
ac;epwnce was never regarded as an urgent problem, nor was the 
ideologically rrwtivated need for an international curriculum 
prrspctive. Idwlogical (and educational) issues are rarely critically 
urgent but they are persistent. This analysis has attempted to show how 
ihe need for university acceptance world-wide, for international student 
exchanges and for an international cuniculum, all defined from the 
nun-urgent perspectives of education, idwlogy and culture, continued 
to emerge and recede over a long period of time with varying degrees of 
support fron individual and organisational actors. When the issue is 
defined in rrliical economic terms (the small nationally divided classes 
at the Tntematianal School crf Geneva) the other influential factors take 
on more significance to justify the solution of an international diploma 
tor the financial crisis of the schwl in Geneva (and to a lesser extent 
other international schmls offering similar national programs). Whose 
debiniiion prevailed? - that af Goormaghtigh and Cole-Baker. Their 
definition ~f the probiern inciudd ideological, educational and family 
welfare pezspctives which had been evoked bef~re,  but none of these 
wur?ld have dosed the school - the economic circumstances could have, 
and were therefore a dominating factor which precipitated a definition 
via a sibtiatior! requiring action. Their perception of the problem also 
Fulfils the criteria of a g ~ d  problem deflnitian which must: 
be clear a h u t  ogjectives; 

. provide realistic alternatives to improve outcomes; 
focus attention on a manageable set of factors; and 

- ct~nsider the whole problem Weiss 1984: 127). 

T T  

r se r?biectives are those af !he f a c t ~ ~ s  influencing their problem 
perception: to aIIeviate the financial crisis, to provide a ntrriculum with 
a n  international pers;w&i:ive, to iariliiate university entrance aaoss the 
gio~kJ  to amalgamate various cultural groups and to increase the 
dynamic interplay and competition within each class, to minimise 
n l i s ~ ~ ~ t i o n  to Families and to help their own children. A11 factors were 
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manageable (although negotiating university acceptance of an 
international diploma was to prove a long, yet successful, process) and 
had the potential to bring about both practical and ideological 
improvements. The perceptions of the issues over time had a 
cumulative impact on later problem definitions and suggest that the 
whole problem associated with international schwls had been 
considered from a variety of angles. 

F~gure 5.2 depicts the problem definition layer of the conceptual 
framework. It is not a representation of the rise of interndtional schmls 
but of the actors and factors involved in defining the problems which 
arose as a consequence of the creation of international schools.The 
reader is reminded that the purpose of the conceptual framework is to 
structure the research and to give a visual impression of who was 
included and why It cannot and does not give fine detail mncerning the 
timing of issue emergence nor gradations of influence. The appearance 
of a mbic space means that the researcher considers the ~ c t o r  and 
influential factor so designated to have been significant for that stage of 
the policy pracess. 

Figure 5.2 is self-explanatory. Each cubic space is identified and its 
significance explained in relation to the discussion of this chapter. 
Students, university staff and education officials played no important 
role at this stage of the policy process. The Ford Foundation grant to 
IXXS in 1955 represents the first known funding for the development of 
international curricula. (Before this date UNESCO had agreed on some 
contracts with the C15 concerned with teacher training and intercultural 
understanding but not specifically curriculum development for 
"internationalism"). 

Headmasters are the most promnent and consistent actors followed by 
parents. Educators (headmasters and teachers) influenced by cultural, 
educational, economic and ideological factors, paid most attention to the 
problems arising from international schools; parents in general were 
concerned predominantly for family welfare and ideological reasons 
while Goormaghtigh and other schmI board members (parents) were 
a!so influenc~d by an economic factor. 

Influential factors of importance to more than one group of actors are 
ideofogical. economic, cultural and educational. The reader is reminded 
that international farniIy mobility is the "given" demographic 
environmental factor which influenced the creation of internatsonal 
schools which, in turn, led to subsequent issues. As Figure 5.2 past-dates 
the creation of international schools, demography therefore does not 
appear mnsistently. 

In terms of leverage the most influential actors were headmasters and 
parents (because of their positions in international government agencies 
and international businesses). Personal assessments of the influence of 
actors by others support ihis claim in relation to Gmrmaghtigh (parent 
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Figure 5.2 The Problem Definition Stage of the Pdiey Prwess 



for the educational initiarives which brought teachers together in 1959 
; nd 1962. Amongst their group were people of international renown 
surh as Kurt Hahn of Gordonstoun, the founder of Atlantic College and 
the W C  movement, and the Prince of Hannover of Salem. 

For the purposes of this study an international actor had been defined as 
one who 1s an executive officer of an organisation comprising r n e m k ~ s  
from different countries and having an international, rsrher than a 
national, focus. Goormaghtigh as ISA treasurer (and director of the 
European Office of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace) 
was an international actor with considerable leverage. Leach in his 
capacity as ISA consultant and Coie-Baker as secretary of ISA were atso 
international actors. 

Table 5.2 summarises significant events and corresponding actors in 
re!ation to the problem definition stage as bismssed in this chapter. 
After each event appears a classification corresponding to one or more 
factors on the AD axis of the conceptual framework which influenced 
the actor to produce the event. The actors responsible for the event or 
idea appear in the right hand column; they are identified according to 
categories on the A€ axis. Each event itself contributes to one or more of 
the environmental factors (not necessarily the same as the factor which 
prompted the actor to produce the event) which will be an important 
influence for certain actors at another particular time. For example, the 
1955 Ford Foundation grant to UNIS was given for educational reasons, 
yet this funding also represents an economic factor which may influence 
future financial assi~tance for the IB by the Ford Foundation or other 
funding organisations As a precedent for resourcing international 
curriculum development activity, this is an important contribution to 
the later economic context in which the IB developed. 

Significant Events Actors 
1920-21 League of Nzbons, Intfmahonal Labaur heads of state voa  ed pmfs 
Gfhce(Geneva1 founded political 

1924 Int %hl of Geneva founded educntional League of Nations employees 
B dmographic(socia4) parents 

l925 "Maturitt! Internationale" prop& to 17 
European Educaiiu~l Leaders -no respnse 

educafional & demographic 
IBE founded, Geneva education01 

I Meyhaffertdirector of Int 
Schl Geneva) hmdmasfer 

1 9 W 1  world geog & hist courses developed MmeMaurette headmaster & 
at Int k h l  of Gewva educa l ion~l  MrDupuytencher 

1945 Umted Nations (NY) established to maintain heads of state non-ed profs 
world pace - UNESCO (Paris) and World Health 
Org (Geneva) political, social, ideolagicaI 

1946 international student exchanges culfltraf 6. I Fulbright Act (USA), 
educafional undefined ed offcials 



SigniEicant Events (Continued) _ Actors (Continued) 
In: diploma under the auspices of UNESCO A Philip {Mins for E% France) 

in Co!!&yc CCPvhol Handbmkedumtional ed officid 

1445-50 decline of British Empire world leaders 
USA k o m e s  world powr 
decolonisation begins political. dmographic 
companies h m e  multinational in new 6- ..ancial company exccutivrs 
climate ecorromic 
advances in telecommunications, air travel, scientists 
electmniccompuiers,&c technsiogical non-ed professionnb 

1947 UNlS (W) founded educotionel 6. demographic United Nations (W) 
employeesparents 

1949 C1S first meeting educaclfionnl, ideological K c e s  Baekc headmaster 8 
UNESCO 

int network of x h l s  'o facilitate stud exchange K M k e  
need for tch training for int xNs 
int prrunlv diploma p r o p o d  Theis !College CkGnol) & 

k k e  hecldmasftrs 

x h l  based int diploma to be awarded with two !:IS 1949 meeting including 
compulsory elements: a FL & a mini-thesi$ Hacket (US), Kurt Hahn 

iCordomtoun), Mme Ha- 
tinguais (S?vres), Prince of 
Hannover (Salem) hdmsters 
Dabinson (Oxford) univ stnJf 
Cheng Chi Pao (UNESCO) 
education official 

1950 Coune for T c b  Interested in ifit EdGeneva) Roquette, Oats, h k e  
with 50 participants headmasters 
in: univ entrancf diploma not $upportcrl Final Report of C o r n  
edurational teachers 

1951 !SA f o d  cdiccatianril, ideological B Pickard (chair of board of 
Int %hl of Geneva) parent 

1951.52 !SA Rquette as chairman 
headm~s te r  

1952-70 ISA R Cook as chairman (member 
of h r d  of Int Scht of Geneva) 

1957-1942 IS&. Gnonnaghtigh as treasurer f& 
chairman of the board of Int 
Schl of Geneva) parent 

1955 Int Schls Foundation (NY) formed ISA parents & headmusters 
t.ducah'onnl 
US$R5 WX1 grant to UIU'IS for in€ runicvlurn dev Ford Fomdationfrmding org 
educational 

19% equivalence bet univ entrance exams discuss& I5A parents t3 headmasters 
edi~ca tional 
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Significant Events (Continued) Actors (Continued 1 
1957 Europan ~ o m m u i t y  '&his established A Van Houtte, lawyet & 

educationaI c~-fo& non-ed pro! 

1959 first European. Eaccalaureate exam Van Houtte u r g s  ISA to pur- 
educalionnl sue an int dip non-ed prof 

1950s-1960s foreign aid & investment to develop company executives, national 
u ~ g  countries economic govs non-ed profs 

1960 idea of a ionferenceon WC studs edal Forbe at ISA meeting, 
support from a no. of schmls 
headmaster 

1?61 ISA mnsultant educational Leach teacher supparted by 
Col~Baker  headmaster & 
$7000 from the schl 

1962 Conference for Tchs of Sot Studs in Int Schls- T e a c h r r s , ~ O  grant 
Reconmendations dev of a history exam 
&common standards & grading system for int 
schls educatiannl & ideoiogicnl 
1SA consultant's report: difficulty of tching a no Leach teacher 
of national arricuia in the one 4 1 1  edal b idml 

W C  of the Atlantic opens in Wales Kurt Hahn, Robert 
ide~logicul & educatioml Blackbum heodmstets 

Alec Peterson unio stnff 
Sir Laurance Dawall, Rear- 
Admiral Desmond Hoare 
Antony Fksse non-ed 
pro,:essionals 

~ -~ 

Table 5.2 A Chronological Summary of Significant Events and Actors 
Related to the Problem Definition Stage 

The next chapter deals with four formal groupings of actors pertinent to 
the aggregation stage: two of them were associations of international 
educators which held regular ineetings while the remaining two were 
single events which brought people together to discuss international 
educatio*~. The creation of each of these groupings is then analysed as 
four separate policy processes using the conceptual framework of this 
study. The chapter concludes with a synthesis of the four clusters and 
their contribution to the development of the I 3  in terms of actors and 
influential factors. 
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aMmR 6 

AGCREGATIOM 

Introduction 

Aggregation is concerned with the identification of official and 
unofficial groups whch form to address issues. Such clusters are usually 
bound oy a common ideology; certainly formal associations almost 
always have a set of objectives to which all members pledge adherence. 
Aggregatin~s affect stages before and after the place given to this aspect 
in the presentation of the policy process. Several formal 
associations or gatherings of actors have already been mentioned in 
relation tr the problem delinition stage - in particular the action of 
headmasters, parents, teachers, the UN and UNESCO. 

This chapter will discuss four formal aggregations which comprise 
individu2 actors usually from one category on the AC axis of the 
conceptual framework: the Conference of Internationally-Minded 
Schools, the Course for Teachers Interested in International Education, 
the International Schools Association and the Conference of Teachers of 
Social Studies. These groupings themselves constitute ~rgunisational 
actors, like UNESCO, whid behave as a collective entity in response to 
influential factors and in accordance with the ideology which binds the 
ind~viduals together. 

Conference of Intematio~ally-Minded Schools 1949 

This group was first convened as the "Conference of Principals of 
International Schools" by UNESCO at the instigation of Kees Boeke, 
director of :he Werkpiaais International Children's Community in 
B11:hoven (Hollandl, in 1949 at W E X O  House in Paris. The list of 
invitations to the first meeting was compiled by Kees Boeke who had 
had previous contact wlth a nurllber of internationally-minded 
educators Appendix 5 provides a list of all participanis. Schools in 
Holland, England, Switzerland, Scotland, Germany, France, Sweden and 
the USA were represented. Dr F. Hackett from Riverdale Country School 
USA was the only non-European present. Rr Kurt Hahn of 
Cordonstoun School, Scotland (who later founded the United Worid 
College move~nent where the iB is taught almost exclusively), Madame 
Hatinguais of the Centre Internationai $Etudes Pkiagogiques at 52vres 
(an impartant French influence in the development of the IB), 
Monsieur Raquette of the International Schoot of Geneva (where the 
first IB curricula were conceived) and the Prince of Hannover from 
Salern School, Germany (previously directed by Kurt Hahn) were four of 
the most distinguished educators at the meeting. In addition there were 
four observers including Mr C.M. Dobinson, Reader in Education at 
Oxford whose Department of Education was later to play an important 
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administrative and pedagogical role in the development of the IB 
(through Bill Halls and Alec Peterson). UNESCO provided the venue, 
full secretarial assistance and translators As Dr Cheng Chi-Pao, acting 
head of the Education Department of TJNESeeZ observed in his opening 
address, this was thefirst such meeting concerning international 
education ever to be held. It established contacts which were later to be 
important for the development of the Xi3 and it explains the 
involvement of certain individuals and organisations. 

This was followed by a second meting in 1951 where the C E  was then 
founded and UNESCO later agreed to continue to convene an annual 
meeting. The geographical distribution of schools at this meeting was 
greater than for the 1949 meeting. Twenty participants representing 
schools in the foirawng countries were present: France, Germany, 
Holland, Hong Kong, India, Jordan, Scotland, Switzerland, USA. 
Considering that travel and communication across the globe was of the 
pre-jet and pre-tax era, it was a naieworthy achievement to bring 
together people from schools outside Europe - America, Asia and the 
Middle Ea.:. 

MembersIup was oper to schools which  consciously aim at furthering 
world peace and international understanding throukh education" 
(Report of the Second Conference of Principals of International Schools 
and School. Spmally Interested in Developing International 
Understanding 1951). The assodation was legally constituted in the 
country of its secretariat tc collect fanas for its purposes. Mr Frsnk 
Button of Badminton School, England was the first secretary. A 
membership fee of not less than E l  for individuals and E5 for schools 
was struck. In addition to providing a venue and secretarial assistance, 
UNESCO funded a number of projects for the CIS during its life:ime, It 
brought together headmasters rr?air.!y from national schotiis in Europe 
with an increasing interest from American schools. The aims of the 
association were 
1 to provide trainzng for teachers in international schools; 
2 to ioster student er-hanges via a network of internationally-minded 

schools aci-r,,> &he world; and 
3 to wcik towards ricognition of the equivalence of university entrance 

diplJmas in all countries and the development of international 
di!Aomas for university acceptance everywhere (Repr t  of the Second 
Gbnference of Principa!~ of International Schools and Schools 
Specially Interested in Developing International Understanding 1951) 

The C1S met annually in April a t  UNESCO, organised workshops for 
tearhers in different places and provided three publications: 
"Cl$ Bulletin" three times a year in English an" French; 

, "International School Magazine" three times per Wear, produced by 
students and a teacher at the International §ch&l of Geneva for some 
years; and 

. r e p r t s  of teacher workshops. 



aggregation of headmasters, was established for reasons of pedagogy 
(training of teachers), culture (student exchanges) and demography (the 
promotion of student mobility). The first significant organisational 
actor in sowing ideas about an international qualification and 
international education in general was born. The political, 
technological and social (demographic) environment of post-World 
War Two encouraged its formation. It continued to meet annually at 
UNESCO House in Paris and concentrated on providing international 
student exchanges and training for teachers in international schools 
until its an~algamztion with the International Schools Association was 
agreed to in 1968 and was put into effect in 1969 (ISA Seventeenth 
Assembly Minutes 1968.) 

Leadership of CIS was vested in the usual office-bearers of an 
assdatior president, vicepresideat, secretary, treasurer and executive 
cozxrnitt : members Roquette (headmaster of the International School 
of Ger va) was the first chairman. His emphasis was on training 
teacf. -1s far international schools. Two members of the executive 
committee - Boeke (Hailand) and Theis (France) - were the people who, 
according to the minutes !and Bwke's letter to UNESCO), wished to 
promote student exchange, ccardination of curricula across the globe 
and a common pre-university diploma Thev occupied formal 
leadership status within CIS as members of ihe  executive committee, 
but had no auihontative influence or hierarchical advantage over the 
membership who were their peers. 

As an organisation CIS played no further role in proposing or working 
towards an international university qualification; the third aim, then, 
lapsd. However, two CIS me:mbers - Desmond ColeBaker of the 
Internationa! Schcnl af Geneva and Madzme IIatinguais of the French 
Ministry of Education - became important actors in the development of 
the 1%. The inaugural meeting of headmasters in 1949 led to a 
conference for teachers in the following year which responded to three 
issues ieorresponding to the three aimiof CIS stated above). The debate 
nn international education had formally begun. The CIS represents an 
importaat aggregation during the problem definition stage. 

Caum for Teachers Inierestecl in International Education 1950 

This four week summer course at the International School of Geneva 
was organrsed l& by Roqsette assisted by W,(BlU) Oats, the 
~ u s t r a i a n  Quaker whn had returned to the schml in 1949 from his 
pc.: tion as headmaster of the Friends School, Hobart, Tasmania. The 
fifty participants comprised teachers and some headmasters from 
international schoo!s in Australia, Belgium, Ceylon, Denmark, 
Engiand, France, Germany, Gteece, Holland, Hone Kong, India, Ireland, 
Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Pakistan, Switzerland and the USA. Kees 
Beeke from :he Children's Ccrrnmunity in Bilthoven was there. This 
gathering of teachers occurred 'because of a common desire to discuss 
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how schooling could be made more international both in content and 
teaching methodology; the influential factors were, then, educational, 
cultural (there was much discussion about exposing students to other 
ways of hie) and ideological ("internationalising" schooling would 
contribute to world pace). 

This aggregation of teachers resulted in an important definition of 
international education and comments on coordinating schoo! 
programs and examinations throughout a global network of schools. 
(These Tvere presented in Chapter 5). The negative response to an 
international diploma was noted by the CIS and the idea was dropped 
by that association altogether but was revived almost ten years laker by 
a sister organisation - the International Schools Association (ISA). This 
course for teachers was an ~mportant element of the problem 
definltlon stage. (Similar courses continued in the form of CIS 
professional developnnent programs for teachers in various disciplines 
almost annually thereafter in conjunction with UNESCO). It kept alive 
the discussion on international education launched by the first 
met ing of headmasters in 5949. 

Formal leadership was vested in discussion group animateurs: 
Roquette, Oats, Bwke, Louis Johannat (director of the Institut '7,- 
Kosev", Switzerland), Miss Mary Wilson (warden of Wornrr~'s Hall of 
~es l ience ,  University College of North Staffs, Keele, England) and 
Miss Louise Woad (one of the directors of the International Quaker 
Centre, Paris). These people, in particular Roquette, Oats and Baeke (as 
headmasters imbued with an international ideal of ed~rat ionf  had a 
hierarchical advantage over the conference participants, mosk of whom 
were teachers The final report was, however a consensus amongst the 
teachers present as it was compiled from group summaries over the 
period af the conference. 

The conference was fmanced by a U S 1  000 grant from UNESCO; 
participants pad  their own travel and b a r d .  

Internationat Schools &ssoci#tion 1951 

The CIS brought together "schools of countris affected by the Second 
World War These were main1:- national schoois of the private category 
but did include the International Schwi of Geneva" (Cole-Baker 1990: 
37) Heads of schaols made up the membership of this association. The 
ISA, on the other hand, was created in 1951 by parents who were 
International civil servants in Genevs, New York and Paris, all of 
whom were initially members rsf schml governing ooards. These 
p ~ p l e  saw a need to link schmis serving the children od international 
public servants, that is, schools with a diversity of expatriate 
nationalities amongst the student population whereas CIS 
membership consisted almosi exclusively of internationally-minded 
national schools. Moreover the parents, acting out of idevlogy for 
world peace and cmperation (which stemmed from the UN 



organisations where they were emp1oyd.j) and family we1fa.e concerns 
for their own children, wanted an assofiation in which parents could 
take a lead. Headmasters of international schools did attend ISA 
meetings, but UN civil servants were the initial driving force and 
continued as active executive officers for the first twenty-five years. 

The chairmw' and instigator of the inaugural meting of the 20th of 
Noverr,ber 1951 at UNESCO Hwdse. I'aris was Bertrarn Pickzsd, also 
chairman of the governing bard of the ;n%mational School of 
Geneva. Mem'ww of this h a r d  were UN offidals who hoped to 
develop close relations with and support from UNESCO (Leach 1969: 
16). Pickard already knew of the existence of CE as Roquette (who also 
attended the inaugural XSA meeting) had asked UNESCO to send him 
the minutes of the 1949 meeting. The organisation was initially called 
the International Schwls Liaison Committee and became the 
International khoals Association (ISA) from the third meeting. The 
inaugural ga~heririg consisted of represeniatives from four sehwls 
associated with the UN plus some advisers as follows: 

International School of Geneva B Pickad, h. -t chairman 
F Roquette, director 

UN Nursery School (Geneva) -Mrs M Crump, director 
UWIS (New York) L Stein& board chairman 

Miss J Henderson, board 
vice-chairman 

UN Nursery Schacrl (Faris) Mrs G Grauss, director 
Mrs K Delavernay, board 
chairman 

Advisers: R Cmk, Geneva, member of the Internationa! Schol 
of Geneva b a r d  
W Abrsham, Rept of Ed, UNESeO 
R Lenz, legal advisor 
Mrs A Myrdal 

(Minutes of the internatitr~al Schools Liaison Committee, 20 
November 1952) 

The presence of parents a5 non-education professionals is notiwable 
together with the assistance of UN land UNESCO) personnel, some of 
whom were also parents. When the second meeting took place in 1952 
the three chief executive offices were filled by UN employees who were 
also parents: a similar pattern remained during the first twenty years of 
the assaciation: 

Chairman: R Cmk, UN Geneva, board member of the Int Schl of 
Geneva 

Secretary: Dr W W&. chdman of Ed C'ttee, UNESCO Staff Ass= 
Treasurer: F Wilson, World Health 01-g (Geneva), board member 

UN: Nursery Schoat Geneva 
(Minutef of the IntrmationaI Schools Liaison Committee, 6 December 
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For practical reasons the ISA met thereafter at the International School 
of Geneva when UN officials from New York and Paris were there for 
orher meetings. ISA had consultative status with UNESCO and its 
secretariat was established in Geneva. Participating schools paid an 
annual subscription which was set at 50 Swiss francs for 1952. 

After the inaugural meeting and until December 1952, Fred Roquette 
(director of the International Schml of Geneva) was ISA chairman. 
This short chairmanship was followed by Russell Cook, a member of 
the governing board of the International School of Geneva and a UN 
public servant at the World Health Organisation. He was chairman of 
ISA for eighteen years from December 1952 to August 1970. He was the 
longet-serving and last parent to be chairman; the evolution of the 
organisation was such that international civil servants were gradually 
replaced by diretors of schools, particularly after the amalgamation 
with CIS from January 1969, Russell Cook was to be an influentiai 
parent actor and the ISA an important organisational actor (as an 
aggregation of parents and headmasters) in the development of the IB. 

The ISA was established to fulfil four purposes: 
. to develcip close cooperation between existing international schools 
by means of regular or occasional consultations on educahonal or 
administrative questions; 
to stimulate, facilitate or cany out research work on educat~onal or 
administrative questions; 

, to promote the establishment of new international schools; a-xd 
to publicise aims and principles of international schools @SA Sixth 
Assembly Minutes 1957). 

The provision of an internationally recognised common curriculum 
and examination later arose from the first two purposes. 

The or~anisation was registered with articles of association under 
Swiss &v. Its constitution proscribed any single national dominance 
in the governance of its member schools. An "ISA Bulletin" was 
published four to five times a year. 

During the Fist twenty-five years PSA was governed by UN public 
servants who were ~ l s o  members (sometimes cl-,airmen) of 
~nternational schmi boards. The membership of ISA did consist of 
some headmasters who grew in numbers over the years, but i t  was a 
parent initiative Since school baards hire and fire headmasters, the 
15.4 was not, th-.refore, a gathering of colleagues of equal status. 
Moreover the parent actors (as non-educators) in control of the 
association for some time did not always agree vvlth ideas put forward 
by the headmasters as professional educators. For instance, Cole- 
Baker's initiative to assess the needs of international schoals by 
appointing an ISA consultant was not well received by Russell Cook 
and other executive 2fficer.i according to the consultant (Leach 
interview 1991). The same opinion is expressed by Cole-Baker: 



tearher sat on its Executive h m m i t b .  ... I necded an umbrella for this 
proet so I decided to try a d  open up the ISA. Kis was traumatic as we had 
to remve a numtxrof well-intentioocd gentlemen and get headmasters 
playin8 zn active prt in the @rgani=tion tCole-Baker comspondence 1989). 

While headmasters participated more as time went on, executive 
control in the keginning was largely in the hands of parents (with 
good intentions) who wielded considerable power due to their 
positions of triple leverage. 
l the~r e!ectec! executive status in ISA; 
2 thiir sraniting as elected members or executives officers of school 

governing boards (to whom the headmasters were responsible); and 
3 their rank as highly-placed ernpioyees in UN organisations or 

embassies which gave them considerable polit~cal clout on an 
international level 

The influeniiai status of these elite parent actors could hinder or 
advance the cause of "internationaiism." In spite of some hesitations 
and oppsitioE to specific ideas, their leverage was, finally, a positive 
aid to the e~tabli~hrnent of the IB. This relationship between formal 
leadership positions and membership status of ISA was different from 
that of the Cl5 where elected executive afficers and members were of 
equal status - ail headmasters. 

The iSA was, then, an aggregation of parents and headmasters drawn 
iogt-ther for reasons of ducarion (to supportt advise and improve 
inkernational schmls) emanating from an ideology concerning worid 
peace and cimperation - the philosophical '>a= of the UN 
itrganisahons where thc parents worked. S le latter were also 
prompted by natura! motives of concern for !hf! we!fare of their 
3 s  disn~c-& in Chapter C; !h !SA rti2f r~w- na~t;*z.l*rt ,.L"S= S ,  inlnr.r*gnr zsacY-A.=..c 

in defining the prob!rms associated with international schoills. Unlike 
the two previous aagpfegations, however, its role did not stop :here; it 
was central to other stager; of the policy pmcess. 

Conference of Teacitcrs of Social Studies in fnternatianal Schaols 1962 

Ln i9Stf Mr AIeck Forks, cudirectur of the International SEhool ni 
Geneva, at an ISA annu ti meting, proposed that ISA should arrange 
a coniereitce on the phi ~osophy and international concepts of the 
srxiai xiences up to the final secondary year. Gmrmaphtigh, as 
:reaserer of ISA, said that fur fifty years the Carnegie Endowment (of 
which he was director for Europe) had h e n  interested in the teaching 
of sixial sciences as a means tcifurther international understanding 
and he wholenea*tebly agreed with the idea. Russell Cmk suggested 
the International School of Geneva as the venue. Support was also 
inrthconring from representatives of a number of schools including 
the international %hml of Brussels, Stichting International School 
[the fiaetle), cl UN!S (New York), Ghana International Szhml and the 



International khoa i  of Belgrade (ISA Ninth Assembly Minutes 1950). 
An ad hoc committee, chaired by a parent, was immediately f~rrned to 
organise the event and a plan was submitted and approved by the ISA 
the next day. 

Experts on cultural relations and social studies would be asked to 
speak to teachers from international schools, Requests for expert 
leciilrers were sent to UNESCO, the director of the European College 
(Brugesi, International Bureau of Education (Geneva), the Fulbright 
Organisation and the National Professional Teachers' Associations of 
*-id Sciences in a number of countries in Europe, Africa, the Middle 
East and America. This conference was to have been held in 1%1 but 
eventually took place in 1962 with the assistance of a small grant from 
UNESCO. %me school administrators attended but the majority of 
participants were teachers. The conference had the following 
published purposes: 

to discuss aims and objectives of teaching social sciences in 
international schools; 
to draw up sylfabusm for teaching cross-cultural knowledge; and 
to rethink ideas and attitudes expressed in international schools in 
the ligt~! of international ideals and the multi-nrtional student. 

From these aims i t  is  clear that this aggregation of teachers assembled 
because of factors concerned with education, culture and ideology. 
Leaders and participants were teachers an3 therefare enjoyed a peer 

All participar?:~ provided reports on how social sciences were taught 
from grazes 3 to 12 in their international schools, The conference 
made the folfowing recommendation: 

The Cnnicm~lre asks !SA to issue a statement of educational aims acceptable to 
all memkr yrhwls. It further q u e s t s  that the developrncnt of a joint Social 
Studies final exam be explored by B A  as the first step toward the 
estahlishnlent of hasic standardsiRepnrt of the First Fonlerenm of Teachers of 
Social Studifs in intematio.iit1 %hoots 19S: 5). 

This outcome spurred the 15A Eleventh General Assembly (which 
tmk place at the same time) to recommend that the International 
%hm! of Geneva take s t e p  to: 

formulate an advanced level ISA examination in contemporary 
%stow (and political and economic affairs) to be jointly sponsored by 
~ n g l i i h  CXE, French Baccalaureate and American College Board 
officials; and 
develop common standards for grading and marking systems (IS.% 
Eleventh General Assembly Minutes 1962). 

These pro~ssals  were put into practice and are discussed in the next 
stage of the policy process - agenda setting. 

1% had arrar\ged the conference in conjuncti~n with the social studies 
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departments of the hte:-national School of Geneva and UNIS. 
Relationships between those attending and those !zading the 
conference were, then, collegial as it was a conference by teachers for 
teachers. Leach claims to have suggested the conference 
recommendation of preparing a final history examination in the social 
sciences &each correspondence 1991). 

This conference was not an znnual event although ISA (like CIS) 
arranged conferences for teachers from time to time around a 
particular educational theme or subject area. This gathering, as a 
unique occurrence, was an essential link and catalyst in the chain of 
events which created the IB. 

Aggregation as Policy Process 

The two =sociations and conferences discussed in this section each 
represent sub-policy processes of formation and implementation. 
Since they are formal aggregations they each stem from a policy 
decision to create a grouping of common interest. Surrounding such a 
policy decision are all the same policy process steps of the conceptual 
framework carried out by actors working within a context of 
influenc:~. In other words, the framework which guides this study 
may also be used in its entirety to determine why and how each cluster 
in the aggregation stage occurs; i t  is the concept of "wheels within 
whwis," The sub-policy process of the CIS can be stated simply as in 
the following table: 

Poiicv hocess S t a ~ e  Actor 

PROPL'EM DE~W1Il:IF.I 
F;& :o bring international rhool administrators 
together ts disuss: 
an international network of schools to facilitate 
student exchange Bwke 
cur;i~zuls coordination and interrtational diploma Roeke and Theis 
teacher training for international xhwls  Roquette 

'rcadmastcrs 

.-%Gtk-CATlON 
discuss with colleagues who agree Boeke & other 

hcadmas ter* 

AGENDA STIZNC, 
Brteke to UNESCO stating reasons & collegial 
suppi? for a meetins 5 Ang 1948 Boeke headmaster 

POtlm DECISION 
A p m n t  to hold a mecting of headmasters of 
schools with an international outlock UNESCO 



ADMINISTRATION 
Send invitations, provide venue 1 UNESCO 

EXECUTION 
Meeting occurs March/ April 1949 UNESCO, W i e  

heedmaster 

Table 6.1 The Creation of the Conference of internationally-Minded 
Schools as Policy Process 

Dmke was influericed by cultural (student exchange) and educrtional 
(curriculum coordination) factors. Tkeis responded principally to 
educational (curricuium coordination, international diploma) and 
ideolog,cd (internationalism for world peace) concerns. For Roquette, 
the training of teachers far international schoo!s !an educational factor) 
was a main motivating force. (The reader is reminded that these 
statements do not exclude other influences but indicate those which the 
research has shown to be the most important, Roquette, for example, 
may have also been moved by ideological concerns about international 
cooperation but the research has highlighted the educational factor). 
UNESCO responded for cultural (the "Mutual Appreciation of Eastern 
and Western Cultures" project) and political (universal parliament) 
reasons. 

The policy decision resulted in a unique occurrence of the first meeting 
of headmasters of internationally-mintded schools. This was an event 
which UNESCO quickly defined as a contribution to its intercu!tural 
understanding project; the organisation accepted the proposal and 
implemented it. The time frame for this policy process was about one 
year, lrmr 1948 to 1949 This short period allowed little scope for multiple 
actor involvement or for the same actor to respond to different 
inffuences throughout the stages of the policy process. Hence Boeke and 
UNESCO were the principal actors responsible for the meeting and they 
responded to the same influential factors throughout the policy process. 

Course for Teachers intcrcstzd in international E d ~ ~ ~ t i o n  

Table 6.2 depicts, again in simplified form, the policy process which led to 
the Course for Teachers Interested in International Education at the 
International School of Geneva in 1950. 

Policy Process § t a p  I Actors 

I'ROBLEM DEFINIT1(31\I 
Need for teacher training 
h'ed  to iniematronalise the curricula 

AGGREGATION 
US meeeng MarfhlApril 1944 Boekc (Instigator) 

1 



Request for assistance to TUNEgO 

Rai-i at CIS meting 

P9LICY DEClSIUN 
Agreement to do the criursu 
Some funding assistan= 

DESIGN 
Organising program, accommodation, etc 314 Nov 1H9 

ADMlNISTRAnON 
Invitations to participants 

CIS secretariat 
hendmasters 
Rquette ,  Boeke 

ClS headmasters 
UNESCO 

CIS c'ttee: Rquette 
(Chair), Maurette, Boeke 
headmasters & h n  
unruersity staff 

CIS c'ttw 

EXECUTION 
Courr takm place luly/Aug 19W R o q u e ,  Oats, &eke & 

other leaders hdm~sters  
45 tenckers as mpients 

Toble5.2 The Creation of the Course for Teachers Interested in 
international Education as Policy Process 

Rnquette was responding to an educational need for teacher training, 
while Bl?eke was again influenced by cultural (student exchange) and 
educationa: (curriculum coordination) factors throughout these policy 
process stages. The CIS was both an agenda-setting body by asking 
UNESCO for financial assistanc~ and a decision-making body to which 
Roquette and Beeke, as chairman and executive committee n-ember, 
took agenda-setting rules regarding the proposed course. LNEKO was 
atsn a dedsinn-making actor when it provided some funding towards the 
venture 

Durinq the design and administration stages of the rmplementation 
phase a specific committee of CIS was established It included Roquette 
and Bocke, prominent actors throughout the policy formation stage, with 
Madame Maurelte fgrevious director of the International School of 
Geneva) and Dobinson of Oxford Repartment of Education. Madame 
Maurette had seen her schml disrupted by the %ond World War and 
was a fervent promoter of world peace; she was influe~~ced principally by 
these ideological concerns. Dobinson was more interested in curricufum 
coordination and common standards and was tlter-fare motivated by 
Pdu~ational concerns. Roquette and Boeke were joined by Oats and other 
group Ieaders for the execution stage Oats, a Quaker, had returned to the 
school from Tasmania (Oats 19d6: 152-179) and was influenced by the 
ideology of wctd peace which was part of his faith. He was alsa a 
dedicated d ~ c a t o r  of young people and was concerned about 
internatio~dlising the curriculum (Oais conversations 1989-90). 



intpmational Schools Association 

The creation of the International Schools Association USA) is portrayed 
in Table 6.3. 

FROEXEM CEFINITION 
Need to assist intematio~l schaois r ~ h g  the children UN employm pnrenfs 
oi international public servants 

AGGBEGATfON 
Iniomd grouping of UN employees 1949-.X Pickard br other parents 

AGENDA SETTLNG 
-ss io~ with LWESCO 

POLICY DECISLON 
To host a =ting of ~ p l e  concerned with international 
xkwls ai LWESCO in Paris 

progran venue a~rdn&enmts Pickard porrnt dr 
L i E X O  

.iDhftNISmXTli3N 
invitations 

ESECUTION 
Meetkng t a k e  place, 20 Kou 1951 

Tf fb i r  6.3 The Creation of the International Schools Association as Policy 

Pickard (chairman of the b a r d  of the International School of Gmeva) 
was clearly the driving force at almost every stage. FIe had knowledge of 
the C E  in 7949 thmuih Roquette and had direct connections with people 
highly placed in UNESCO, A parent actor working for the UN, he was 
concerned with the promotion of world peace and with the need for 
some common standards for internationally mobile children, including 
nis own; he was, then, intluenced 'av factors of ideoiogy, demography and 
family welfare. LWESCO took the decision to provide a venue and 
secretarial assisiance. This first meeting was quite small compared with 
that of CIS: two srhwls in Geneva, one in Paris and New York (UNIS) 
were represented by parents. Roquette also atten$&. Being launched 
ander kite irnprirnateur of W E X O ,  a supreme and more powerful 



Zanference of Teachers of Sociol Studies in international Scho~ls  

The policy process stages of the aeation of the Conference of Teachers of 
,%cial Studies in international Schools 1%2 i s  shown in Table 6.4. 

Policv Process Stave -4 
PROBLEM DEnNmUN 
Reducing world conflict through the W a l  Sen.- l 
AGGREGATION 
Some parents k headmasters within ISA 

AGENDA SETTDIG 
Exrcijhvr rrff~~prs of ISrZ 

PC>LICY DEC1SIC)N 
:SA 9th Aswmbly July l9hO 

DESIGN 
i f ~ ~ a m ,  YPTIUC: etr 

Actors 

Course for Tchs Interest& 
jnlni Ed 19W fenchers 

Forks headmaster, Cook 
& Goarmaghtigh 
pren  ts 

(As above) 

l ISA parents & r m e  
, hmdmasters 

ISA ad hoc c'ttrr: Van der 
Valk (chairman), 
Ostergaard, Mme 
M6traux prents  & Forbes ( headrncster 

I (As above) 
bNESCO 

.Scrcial ehrdies depts of int 
%h1 ot Gfncva 8t UT\;IS 

i u b k 6 . 4  The Creation of the Confeience of Teachers of Social Studies in 
lilternatiogai Schnnls as Pcrlicy Process 

The 1951.1 Course raised the issue of teaching world peace through the 
stmial sciencps. hlauretters world history course was published in 1951 by 
UNESCO, but it was more a methodology for history teaching rather than 
coordinating a n u m k r  af cultural view points with input fmm teachers 
arnuitd the globe. This latter idea, discussed at the 1950 course, was not 
taken up in any organised way untii Forks  raised it in 1960. Ten years 
passett between problem definition and aggregation and from aggregation 
to execution, two years. The Ianger time span allowed for a greater 
variety of actors io be involved. 

The teachers at the I950 murw were reacting to an ideology of mating 
wor!d peace through understanding culturally difkrent paints of view. 
Goilrmaphtigh {chairman of the board of the fnt~rnationaf Sch001 of 
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ideology and one may presume th& Cook's suppo;t (as ~-UN employee 
and chairman of ISA) was similarly motivated. Neither the minutes of 
the ISA Ninth Assembly nor the recollections of those interviewed 
provide enough intotmation to clarify what influenced Forbes to raise 
the idea of a conference of social studies teachers. His initial motivation 
resulted from prompting by Leach who saw that the principal 
"sustainabte argument for an international examination in purely 
curriculum terms resides in the subjects of history and geopa;lhy" 
(Knight correspondence 2592). The ensuing dkcGssion at t6e ~ S A  
meeting focused on international understanding through the social 
sciences. The ad hoc committee was appointed to carry but the policy 
decision in the same spirit in which it had been made: for ideological 
reasons. 

Interestingly enough, when the teachers did gather together in 1952, their 
recommendations (not in the above table) responded not just to 
promoting international understanding but to assisting family mobility 
through having a number of common courses across the world and that 
a trial should begin with an international contemporary history course. 
The most influential factor which prompted actors to work towards the 
cnnierence was the ideology of international mutual understanding to 
avoid war. 

Summary 

This chapter has dealt with four formal aggregations: the Conference of 
Tnrernationally-Minded Schools (first convened in 1949 under another 
name), the Course for Teachers Interested in International Education 
1932, the inteinationd Schools Association 1951 and the Conference of 
Teachers of Social Studies in Internationa! Schools 1962. These represent 
Important groupings of actors in the policy process which led to the 
creation of the 1% and the IB Office. 

The first two groupings were important contributors to the policy 
definition stage but thereafter served no purpose directly related to the 
creation of the 1s. The EIS concentrated more on teacher training and 
international student exchanges in sccordan-e with UNESCO policies of 
the time while the Course for Teachers Interested in International 
Education was a unique event which enabled for the first time organised 
discussion amongst teachers about international education. The ISA 
aggregation is important for at1 stages of policy formation, but not for 
imgiexentation as will be seen. The Conference of Teachers of Social 
Studies in International Schools was a unique event which precipitated 
clarification of the problem snd action hy the ISA, action which led to the 
creation of the IB. 

Each association or tlanference i s  then treated as a policy process within 
the larger mnceptual framework of this study. They are seen as sub-policy 
pzosesses which conceptualise the creation of each aggregation in terms 



stages, in response to inflGential factors. This suban$ysis is not, of 
course, as detailed as the overall analysis of this study, but it se rve  two 
purposes. Firstly it shows that decisions to create aggregations (or to grant 
money) can be analysed in trrms of the policy process medel outlined in 
Chapter 3 of this study. Secondly, the convoluted nature of the policy 
process is demonstrated whereby sub-policy processes cm be applied to at 
least the aggregation stage of the overall policy process analysis. 

Figurs 6 1 provides a summary of the discussion of this chapter in terms 
of the conceptual framework of this research. Parents, teachers and 
headmasters formed their separate aggregations, although headmasters 
played a gradually increasing role in the parent-initiated ISA. 
Educational, ideological and cultural contexts ha6 the most influence on 
actors at this stage. Family welfare was important for the parent actors. 
UNESCO was a deasion-making zctor for all but the Conference of 
Teachers of Sacial Studies in International Sfhools where the conference 
would have gone ahead without the UNESCO funding which was 
forthcoming and certainly facilitated tne task. UNESCO offered more 
than hnding: as a super power in intergovernmental relations, its 
approval and secretarial assistance gave much prestige and respect to each 
of the aggregations. The poIitical context influenced UNESCO's 
participation but not that of any other actors. 

Since %binson (of Oxford) was the onlv universitv staff actor involved. 
this category is not included in the figure because is not as significant 
compared with the three main groups of actors: headmasters, teachers 
and parents. 

The next chapter will dis~uss agenda setting and the policy decision in 
terms of actors and the influe~ce on their behaviour. It cancludes the 
fo-m~icr! phase of the p!iq process with a deeision whiai mmked the 
formal beginning of the implementation phase and work on an 
international diploma for university entrance. The chapter contains 
separate conceptual model syntheses of the agenda setting and decision 
stages. 
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CHAFTER 7 

PART 1: AGENDA SEITING 

Introduction 

This stage is concerned with making decision makers aware of an issue 
and propwed solutions. The problem has to be treated with enough 
importance to place it s n  the agenda of elite actors who will make a 
decision. This analysis will be structured around the five indicators of 
issue attractiveness discussed in Chapter 3 'The Conceptual Framework": 
1 the size and nature of the population affected; 
2 evidence that the problem is serious and real; 
3 the availability of an economically viable solution which is under- 

4 the quality of the representation and its access to decision makers; and 
5 the preoccupations of the policy makers. 

T h s  discussion is follow-d by a synthesis in which the major actors and 
factors influencing their behavicur are identified 

Size and Name of the Population Affected 

In comparison with a government policy decision affecting most of the 
population of a country, the number of students needing an international 
university entrance qualification in the early 1'950s was very small 
indeed; it was probably aound  2000 although international schools 
continued to grow rapidly to accommodate the elpanding number of 
mobile families. It was more the nature of the students and families 
affected which had an impact on decision makers. 

Those affected were a relative!y small but se!,~ct F a u p  of chifdifn of 
international public servants working for the UN and its organisations, 
for embassies and, to a lesser extent, for private companies. There could 
scarcely have been a more important organisation in the world than the 
UN, concerned as i t  was with intercultural understanding and promoting 
world peace through its universal parliamentary structure. Its success 
depended very much on bringing together representatives of many 
countries in various places around the globe so they could cooperate to 
avoid international conflict. The largest concentrations of expatriates 
were in Paris (UNESCO), Hew York (UN) and Geneva (World Health 
Organisation, International Labour Office, etc). 

Since a matter of no less importance than world peace was at stake, the 
parent employees of the UN and its associations, although relatively 
small in number, had tremendous political status and influence. 
Appropriate educational opportunities for children were essential to 



would open university doors world-wide. 

The International School of Geneva (1924) owed its creation to parent 
employees of the L-ague of Nations, and UN15 (1947) to UN parent 
employees. The 15.4 was established in 1951 by a UN parent employee to 
provide a service to internationl schmls teaching the children of 
international cigil servants. UN employees held executive offices in the 
association for some 25 years. It was the I5A which was the decision- 
making body. 

The Seriousness and Reality of the Problem 

The discussion of the problem definition stage in Chapter 5 showed a 
number of perceptions occurring over time and with different actors. The 
initial solution adopted in international schools from 1924 to the early 
1960s (teaching national curricula) itself created other problems which 
precipitated agitation for a different response (which eventually became 
the IB). This response was seen as the answer to the range of issues 
perceived during the problem definition stage. 

The first problem was to provide an education that would be appropriate 
for students displaced across the globe. There were families who were 
expatriated for their work, particularly in the UN and its agencies, and 
there was also the desirability of international student exchanges via a 
network of schmIs. The latter was promoted for educational, cultural and 
ideological reasons by the Fulbright Act and Boeke, for example. Family 
mobility was a demographic fact which had to be accommodated 
educationally. 

International curriculum coordination and the establishment of a 
secondary school qualification acceptable for university entrance wortd- 
wide were -wn by some actors as solutions to these two aspects of student. 
mobility. In the meantime, and in the absence of an international school 
program, schools had no alternative but to offer some national exams 
(quite often in the one school) which would be accepted by universities in 
the corresponding country Some individual schools successfully 
negotiated equivalence with universities across countries but they were 
spasnlodic, not centrally managed, and it was often difficult to reach 
agreement. 

This interim solution pave rise to other ~roblems: 
. the separation of stuzents into nationd8graups was contrary to the ethos 
of intercultural understanding of international scnmIs; 

. teaching smaller national groups was not economically viable from a 
school management point of view; and 

. national curricula were not necessarily the most appropriate for 
expatriate students in an international school setting. 



Parents as school board officials and srhwl administrators at rhe 
International School of Geneva saw a real and immediate problem. The 
university of one's choice was not always possible for internationally 
mobile students, student exchanges were less successful through 
uncoordinated curricula across the globe, and national programs were not 
the most apt for international students, yet none of these on its own or 
collectively would have brought an international school to a standstill. It 
was far from perfect, but students were  k i n g  educated and accepted at 
universities, even if the choice was restricted, and they were receiving an 
international experience, at least outside the formal curriculum, in the 
culturally diverse environment of an international school. The most 
serious problem was that connected with the small student/teacher ratio 
operating in each of the national program classes in a number of schools 
including the InternationaI School of Geneva: it was not cost-effective. 
The latter school was in a state of financial crisis and here was an 
organisational problem which contributed to that predicament, Hence, 
any action which reduced the financial liability was of the utmost 
importance. 

.%me parents and school administrators saw the reality of an e io t ;omic  
problem which was urgent and which had also been previously defined 
in cultural, idealogical and educational terms. Given the active military 
service background of Gwrmaghtigh and Cole-Baker, the goal of world 
peace through international education was an important contributing 
factor. 

The Availability of an Acceptable Solution 

An acceptable response is one which is easily understood and 
ecorrclmically viable. Several related soluiions were mcmted over Hme, 
beginning with the rnnturitk internationale by Meyhoffer in 1925, a 
UNESCO international diploma by Philip in 1946 (at the instigation ~f 
Theis), an international diploma by individual schools (the 'TW in 
1949) and a UNIS international diploma by Forks  in 1961, These were 
conceptually easy to grasp but presented large practical problems of 
implernentatirm: creating a subject profile for ihe diploma which would 
be universally accepted, devising subject curricula and examinations, 
negotiating with universities world-wide, marketing the international 
diploma to school administsators and teachers as well as to students and 
parents, providing teacher professional development, gaining the 
cooperation of ministries of education, and deciding in which languages 
the diploma should be available, The enormity of the task led the first 
CIS gathering of headmasters to look towards UNESCO. Although this 
latter organisation assisted the CIS and the ISA in many ways in their 
early days, UNESCO did not become engaged in establishing an 
international pre-university diploma. 

Concurrently with the idea of some type of world-wide diploma, the need 
for a global curriculum perspective, particularly in the social sciences, was 



geography courses frbm 1930 and UNESCC)'S prhject of " ~ u t u a l -  
Appreciation of Eastern and Western Cultures" from 1945 were 
contributing factors to the recommendation of the first gathering of heads 
of internationally-minded schools in 1949 (where Roquette was a 
principal actor). that a Course for Teachers Interested in International 
Educatioq be he!d the following year at the International School of 
Gen~va.  One of the main recommendations from this 1950 course was 
that history should be taught from an international perspective. An 
equally important resolution was that an international diploma was not 
"possible or desirable" because it could not and should not accommodate 
the educational needs of each country. 

On the other side of the Atlantic the need for a world vision in education 
was also being actively pursued by UNIS (New York) which was 
established in 1947. The Ford Foundation granted US$85 000 to UNE in 
1955 to develop international curricula for the primary (and Iater the 
middle) school and to investigate their applicability in US national 
schools. The curriculum development activities on both sides of the 
Atlantic - at the international schools in Geneva and New York - focused 
on the social sclences as the point of departure for an international school 
program, There was also the same practical consideration that had held 
back any progress on an international diploma since 1925: the enormity 
of the task which was certainly beyond the capacity of any individual 
schmi, however dedicated. 

At the Conference of Teachers of Social Studies in International Schools 
(1962) the International School of Geneva and UN15 took leading roles. 
The viability of trialling an international sociaf science corirse was 
accepted by the teachers and recommended to 15A. 

Representation and Access to Decision Makers 

The ISA was the decision making body ccncerning the sstab!ishmer?t of 
the IB UNESCO's assistance, including small financial support, gave 
encouragement and authority without which the ISA decisions might 
not have proceeded so readily. The interest and financial contribution of 
the Ford Foundation for international cunicuiurn development at UNKS 
(which was represented on ISA) was also a contributing factor to the 
credibility of an TB. 

There were two formal representations to ISA during 1%2 which set the 
agenda for the ISA decision to investigate the possibility of an 
internationa: university-entrance diploma. The first was the report of the 
consultant ta 15.4, Robert Leach, head of history at the International 
School of Geneva. (Leach's consultancy and subsequent report were also 
important for defining the problem). He articulated the needs of 
international schools in Asta, Africa and Europe in a report which 
appealed to the ideological concerns of ISA members but which could 



School af ~ e n e v a  Leach argued for an "international baccalaureate" (and 
used thme very words) to "diminish the divisive pull of national 
exanxination requirements" ( I ~ a c h  1962: 31. His report had been prepared 
and had been sent to over 150 schools and individuals as newsletters 
before the ISA Generid Assembly and the Conference for Teachers of 
Social Studies in International !;chools which took place concurrently 
from the 26th August to the 1st September 1962 (ISA Eleventh Assembly 
Minutes 19b2) 

The second representation was the articulation of a need by the 
Conference for Teachers of Social Studies in international Schools for the 
development of an intrrnatior~al examination for university entrance 
with a "pint mcial studies final examination ... as the first step toward 
the establishment of basic standards" (Report of the First Conference of 
Teacher;; of Scia: Studies in International Schools 1962: 5). Leach claims 
to have been :he driving force behind this recommendation within the 
first two days of the conference and it was taken to the ISA Eleventh 
Assembly which was meeting at the same time in Geneva. The 
aggregation of teachers of s&al studies from around the globe was the 
lmpo: tant second formal representation; this interest group expressed its 
volce to the elite actors of ISA. 

Leach had suggested an international examination in 1951 to Lm Fernig, 
an Assistant Director General of UNESCO, in Paris who had promised 
sympathetic ~ ~ support to 15.4 to carry out such a pilot project (Leach 
correspondence 1491). Before the conference of social studies teachers 
finished, Cole-Baker 

asked a!: delegaifj (joiiie M! p ~ ! c ) ,  in turn, if tky would be E merrkr of a 
committt~ to get the pm@t under way. All had r e a m s  why they wem u ~ M e  
to a s i s ,  except a teach fium L%$ Colin Nimmuns, who gsvti considerable 
help $mm i. dbtarv:e. 1 :be. s p k e  %+l!: Gi:iirwag":igh a d  we bk.derl to go it 
alone iCole-Bake; corrrspondence 1992). 

Hence the recommendation went to ISA, the b d y  which had been 
promised UNESCO funding through Leach's contact in Paris in 1961 

The Ford Foundation grant to UNIS in 1955 for the development of 
international curricula for the junior and primary school was an action 
which did not go unnoticed by the ISA on which UNIS was represented. 
This constitutes an indirect form of representation to the derision makers 
(ancl was &so the recognition a; a need in the problem definition stage). 

Parents in a number of ISA international schools had also expressed 
concern a b u t  access to universities around tne globe (Goormaghtigh 
interview 1931). Educators such as k k e ,  Theis, Roquette and Cale-Baker 
together with parents working for the UM ar its agencies were conscious 
of the inadequacies of national curricula For intcmnational school 



A parallel unanticipated representation occurred at the UNE!XC> General 
Conference of 1962 when the Arab United Republic put forward a project 
to realise a coordinated program throughout international schools, 
interchangeable in different countries (Renaud 1974: 6-7). This motion 
assisted further funding hy UNESCO to ISA in April 1963 for 
"Coordination of Academic Standards and Curricula Among 
International Schools." The support from UNESCO was itself a form of 
repsentat ion or approval of the direction in which the ISA was moving 
with regard to an international diploma. 

Preoccupations of the Pallcy Makers 

ISA brought together parents and some school adnlinistrators with a 
keen intuvest in international education, spurred on by ideulogicd, 
educational and family welfare factors. The core of executive officers of 
ISA for years comprised parents and administrators from the 
International School of Geneva and W I S .  A parent initiative, ISA 
benefitted from the cross-fertilisation of experience by UM en~ployees and 
professional educators. 

Their preoccupations were to improve international education and 
international schools and, with assistance from UNESCO, th~ey had 
creaied their own organisation to do it. The idea of a common course in 
contemporary history was very much in line with the thinking of ISA 
members: that internationally mobife children needed an education with 
a global perspective. The founder of ISA, Bertram Pickard, had (from 
Roquettef the report of the first meeting of (what then becalne) the C15 in 
1949 in which coordinated curricula and a world-wide international 
diploma were discussed. Minutes of meetings from 1951 to P960 indicate 
:ha: these ideas were never far from the minds of the ISA, although no 
decisive action occurred until 1962. For instance, in 1956 equivalence 
between universitv entrance exams was discussed iISA Fift!h Assembly 
Minutes 1956). C&-~aker, at that time Head of the Science ~ e ~ a r t m e h t  at 
the International School of Geneva and responsible far sen~ndary school 
cnrriculum and admissions, had raised the problem of university 
acceptance with Forbes, a rnernhr of ISA and co-director of the schanl 
iCoie-Baker correspondence i992). iSA, however, saw i ts priorities more 
in terms of assisting international schools with administrative problems 
and organising training conferences for teachers during its first ten years. 

In 1959 a co-founder of the European Baccalaureate addrereed an annual 
ff~eeting of the ISA in the Xiag~e urging them to pursue an international 
diploma (ISA Eighth Assembly Minutes 1959). Then in 1950 Forbes 
proposed a conference for teachers of social studies. Lea& 
icorrespondence !%l), Cole-Baker (correspondence 1992) and Knight 
(correspondence 1442) credit Leach as the initiator of the idea of a 
common social studies course for which he thought a meeting of teachers 
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of that discipline should be arranged, F o r k  was Leach's conduit for 
proposing the idea at the ISA meeting. The outcome of this 1962 
conference was discussed in the preceding section. 

The decision makers were not preoccupied with competing but 
complementary, even identical, interests to those of Leach and the 
teachers of social studies. Agenda-setting was therefore not at all like 
lobbying to a govemmeni busy with a multitude of diverse problems. 
Here was a private organisation specifically cr3ated to further 
international education. The establishment of a common history 
program in 1962, as the first step towards a harmonisation of standards 
amongst international schools, fitted neatly into the purposes of ISA. 

The relationship between those representing the problem and the 
decision makers was hierarchical. ISA comprised board members of 
schwls (parents) who held responsible positions, mainly in the UN or 
embassies, and headmasters. Rqresexttation was by a teacher (the XSA 
cor.sultznt~ and an internaiiana! group of teachers. But both the 
consultant and the group of social studies teachers owed their existence to 
elite ISA actors. Therefore the decision makers were already looking for 
ways of improving the lot of studerits in international schools; they set 
up the courw and approved the consultancy (although at first with some 
reirlctance frum one or two individuals) in order to identi" problems 
and possible soiutions. The ISA decision makers were responsive to the 
agenda-setting demands for ideological, family welfare and economic 
reasons. 

Synthesis 

Table 7.1 provides a chronological summary of significant events and 
actors relating to the agenda-setting stage of policy iormatian. Actors are 
identified according to the conceptual framework categories and the 
factors which influenced tnem to act appear in italics after each event. 

Sienificant Events 

Grant m UN15 of S85 MO m develop int d c u l a  Ford Foundationfunding 
educntio~vz! 

1962 
Ntvd for preparation for univ entrance world-*ide Parents informally Br 

dmogmphir & educnfionai fornrally (Int Scht of 
Geneva hoard minutm) 

M~rre ~onomicaI1y viable class grouprcconomic Cmmghtigh parent 
Cole-Baker headniester 

July/Aug: projrrt of school programs interchangeable Arab United Republic 
in different cwnMes propwed to tk Cm Cond of UNESCO non-ed prufrssioml 
cultural Er educational 

t 



1SA consultant's report rccommnds an int diploma Leach tencher 
educutiona! G. demographic 

Aug/%pt: iSA was asked to launch s pila'. program in Conf of Tchs of %c Studs 
cantemporary history as a first skg towards common in lnt Schls (Leach plays 
international curricula cultural, demographic. edal major role) teachers 

Table 7.1 Chronological Summary of Significant Events and Actors 
Related to the Agenda Setting Stage 

The 1955 Ford Foundation grant to LWlS was also an important element 
of the problem definition stage. It served as an influential backdrop to the 
thinking of ISA rnenzkrs. The Ford Foundation responded to a proposal 
from UWIS to establish an international curricult~rn for their cufturally 
diverse student h d y ;  the Foundation agreed to the funding because it 
recognised the lack of any program for students in international schmls. 
Such a benev01ent foundation constitutes an actor af major importance 
in -perruading the ISA officials that an intemational curriculum should 

Parents, including those who were board members at the International 
S c X d  of Geneva, were prs~stently concerned about ready access to any 
universitv for their children. While this presented problems, quite a 
number df students were able to enter the university they wished or one 
close to their choice; it was, however, a nagging irritation which 
prevented completely open choice on the world university scene. Clearly 
these parents were acting for educational reasons in the interests of their 
families and others. 

The economies of scale to be had with a common university entrance 
course were attractive to the headmaster and board chairman of the 
International School of Geneva who were also extremely influenced by 
an idea!ugy ronceming wnrid peace and international cooperation. 

UNESCO gave small grants to a number of ISA projects and supported 
the thinking about international curricula and common university 
entrance standasds. Approval and assistance from an actor of such stature 
gave credibility to 1SA's pursuits. As a vicarious decision maker 
concerning some contracts associated with the eventual appearance of an 
IB (e.g., the Conference of Teachers of Social Studies in International 
Schools and the Mutual Appreciation of Eastern and Western Cultures 
Project), TjFtES(70 had an extremely persuasive influence on ISA 
decision lnakers who were themselves part nf the circuit of international 
civil servants. The draft resolution put forward by the Arab United 
Republic was for the study and implementation, in consultation with 
international schools, of common curricula to be taught in schools in 
different countries. This educationally motivated action was an 
expression of interest which, in turn, positively influenced UNESCO in 
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its support for the development of international curricula. 

Leach was a "tremendous teacher with a passionate and infectious 
enthusiasm for the IB" (Ritc.' I interview 1992). As a Quaker he acted for 
ideological, educational and cultural reasclns which have been evoked 
:"ore. Leach's impact was crucial at the agenda-setting stage; his S A  
c~nsultant's report and the Conference of Teachers of Sc ia l  Studies in 
International Schools (which he organised) provided the impetus to press 
ISA for a decision and support. 

The conference of social studies teachers acted more out of educational 
and cultural cantern than periiaps ideology, although the latter factor no 
doubt had a place with some. The p i n t  is that they were gathered 
together for a r  educational pur -tose: to discuss the internationalising of 
the social sciences. HRIi the Prince of Wales notes in his forevmrd to 
Peterson's Schools Across Frontiers that the establishment of the IB was 
due to the enthusiasm and commitment of a group of teachers based at 
the International School of Geneva. The idea received suppart from 
LwESCO, frtlrn parents working for the UN and later from educators 
and benelovent foundaiions, but the initiative was not taken by 
governments or international organisations such as UNESCO and the 
International Bureau of Education, it was finally taken by teachers 
(Peterson 4987: viii. 

The most important agenda setters were the teachers. The need for an 
international diploma could scarcely have come from a more fitting 
group of actors; they were closest to the real needs of the international 
student and would be the first deliverers of the new curricula. They 
addressed a private organisation - the ISA - which had been n e a t 4  to 
serve the needs of international schools, particularly those educating the 
children of internationai public sen7ants. 

Figure 7.1 summarises this dis~ussion: it gives a graphic representation oi 
the actors and factors influencing their behaviour for the agenda-setting 
stage of the pdicy process. The Ford Foundation grant to UN15, the Arab 
United Republic proposal to UNESCO, and the teachers, paren6 and 
headmasters of  the International School of Geneva were the significant 
actors at this stage. AAbnve all, the teachers were the instigators 3f the 
formal recommendations to the 1SA. They were principally influenced by 
thr  educational and cultural context. (The reader is reminded that the 
conceptual framework shows the type of actors involved and the factors 
which influenced them, but not the magnitude of these elements - that is 
brought out in the discussicm). 
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Fi@<re 7.1 The Agenda-Setting Stage of the Poiicy Pnress 
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PART 2: TME POLICY DECISION 

Introduction 

This i s  the culmination of the policy formation ghase. The dircussion 
will identify the decisions made, how they were arrived at and who made 
them. Information networks to the decision makers are identified and 
graphically illustrated. The nature of the policy statement itself and its 
implications for implementation are considered. This section concludes 
with a synthesis of the policy decision in a table and as part of the total 
conceptual framework rvhere actors and factors influencing their 
behaviour are identified. 

Since the policy process is not sequential, reference to some aspects of the 
policy decision stage have already occurred, particularly in the agenda 

stage, That discussion will not be repeated here. 

The Palicy Statement 

The ISA res~onded immediately to the recommendations of the 
Canference of Teachers of SociaI Studies in International Sshoofs. At the 
Eleventh Assembly in August/September 1962 the following decisions 
Isere taken in the form of recommendations to the International School 
of Geneva: 

To investigate the possibility of an advanced level ISA examination in 
contemporary history to bf pin?ly sponsored by English GCE, French 
Paccalaureate and American College mard officials. 

To develop m m n  standards for grading and marking systems. 

1 0  iomiliaie a transfer mriifcaie aiid giaduati~n ce:h'licats to u s 2  by 
=mkt %hools. 
(1% Eleventh Assembly Minutes, IilhZ) 

These were three amongst many of the recommendations from the 
Conference of Teachers of Social Studies in Internaiionral Schools. The 
teachers acted principally for educational reasans associated with &P 

need for an international approach to the teaching of subjects, 
commencing with history. Some, like Leach, were also enthused by the 
ideology of creating international tolerance and understanding. 

These recommendations to the International School of Geneva form the 
policy statement issued by the 15A. It was an organisation which could 
influence 'mESCQ for grants as the majority of its membership consisted 
of parents who were non-education professionals with high leverage in 
the UN and its agencies. The ISA itself, however, had almost no human 
resources or educational expertise (as it  comprised principally parents 
with full-time positions in the UN or elsewhere) to provide sufficient 
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services to international schools and develop new curricula. It therefore 
depended an  staff at the International School of Geneva to do  its work, 
often voiuntarily, and for the school to contribute financially along with 
UNESCO to small projects. teach and Cole-Baker, for instance, undertook 
considerable work for ISA, often in their spare time and for no payment 
except expenses. Leach's consultancy to JSA was mainly financed by his 
school. Certainly the magnitude of curriculum development expertise 
needed to fulfil1 the policy statement above was completely bgycnd the 
ISA and, as the work spread to other subjects, beyond teachers at the 
International School of Geneva. 

It was an adventurous decision, but not a new one as it had beer mooted 
several ti.nes in the past. Discussions on internationalism from as far 
back as Madame Mauette at the school in Geneva had always seen 
history as the starting point for an international curriculum. "It is not 
surprising that it was a history teacher at the International School of 
Geneva who promoted and enthused others about an international 
diploma. I-fistory is the case in point for internationalism" (Ritchie 
interview 1992). 

ISA was, then, the formal decision making body, but in fact the idea came 
from the teachers, many of whom were at the International School of 
Geneva If the teachers had not put forward the recommendations, those 
at the international sci~ool in Geneva who did the pioneering 
curricutum development work might not have cooperated so readily. 
The e*+entual deliverers of the internationai curricula wanted it; the elite 
of ISA and of the board of the International School of Geneva (virtually 
one and the same) gave their unstinting support. 

The ISA elite performed what Jones (l9s4: 108) salts an "important 
li~kage function" between problems and policies; they were aware of the 
past discitssions which had cantrihufed to a definition of the problem and 
:hey had a feel for how acceptable and possible an international diploma 
might be in the pol~ticai aad econornlc context of the time. They judged it 
worth proceeding although the details of the implementation phase were 
not clear, except that three examining p u p s  in each of three different 
countries woilid be called upon to sponsor the venture. These groups had 
not been consulted prior to the policy statement being made (Leach 
interview 1991). 

Arriving at the Decision 

When discussing the conceptual framework, four ways of making a 
decision were suggested: 
1 unilaterally by an elite; 
2 by an elite after selective consultation; 
3 by an elite as the result of interest group demands, aggregated and 

adequately represented; and 
4 by a committee comprising elite and interesk group representatives. 
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Ciearly the ISA decisions fall within the third type above. The Conference 
of Teachers of Social Studies in International Schools was the inteiest 
group of some 60 teachers from a number of countries who put forward 
demands to the IS*\, the associatjon which had organised the conferel~ce. 

Grindte and Thomas (2989: 223) identify four possible determinants of a 
policy choice when a small group of elite actors is i~volved.  Technical 
advice can be a persuasive, rational e!ement but no technical arlalysis or 
advice on program design attd administration was sought by 15-4. The 
decision was non-technical with no specifications and sought to indlcate 
support for proceeding in a general direction. 

A second fs tor concerns the extent to which individual career 
opportunities (partly related to the self-interest influential factor! or the 
future of :he agency m z j  be enhanced. There is no evidence to suggest 
tha: the decision mzkers were seeking professional opportunities or that 
the 15.4 would benefit from the proposal - the facts show that it did not. 
ISA gave moral support but did not become a larger administrative 
structure to develop and deliver the IB although Cole-Baker agitated for 
this rv3iie 'ie was executive director of ISA from 1968-71 after having left 
rhe Iniernationai School of Geneva. He became disappointed when 
nothing occurred. He had initially opposed the formation of ISES and 
I60 bu: had accepted that a separate structure had been necessary when 
1% was not prepared to widen its objectives as Cole-Baker would have 
liked. 

What I had really wanted to do was to create an independent internationai 
ducation authority which could consider ducation world-wide, without 
political rtrictures, ! felt that there could be a great deal of useful exchange of 
viervs and material brhveen such an organisation and governments. The IB 
would h a w  k e n  part of this organistion and not a separate body. I could not 
get enough pople to think on this scale (Colc-Baker correspondence 1989). 

The ISA awaited the results of the first attempts &fore considering the 
formation of an infrastructure to cope with IEI development. 

Thirdly, decisions are made according to whether they will contribute to 
the proiongation of the leaders and government in power. Since the IS:: 
elite were all giving voluntarily of their time, ideological rather than 
pecuniary or political concerns were the main mutivating force, IS4 has 
continued and is now in its fourty-second year (in 1992) but this is all 
quite independent of the decision to explore an IB program. 

With modification, Crindle and Thomas' fourth determinant has some 
relevance: decisions are made in relation to the extent of international 
economic and political dependency. The IB decisi~n stage was important 
for international educational dependency between schools and 
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economic interplay (After 1976 schools payed an annual subscription to 
keep the 160 operating; hence there was then an economic disadvantage 
which was consiclered by schools to tw outweighed by the educational 
opportunity that the IF offered) 

Grindie and Thornas (1989: 233) also recognise that policy eiites arrive at 
decisions according to two major circumstances prevailing at the time: a 
perceived crisis or politics-as-usual (see Table 2.1 page 43). Their construct 
relates to government politics but has relevance to this shady. During a 
perceived crisis in go~ernment, the decision process is characterised by 
high political or economic stakes. This leads ta quite dramatic, rather 
than incremental, decisions by a small group of high level decision 
makers who are most concerned about the survival of the regime in 
power The smaI! group of elite ISA actors were partly influenced by the 
financia! crisis at the International School of Geneva which threatened 
:hi. future of that institution. Devising iniernational nrrricula to be taken 
b y  all students would produce more econornicai class sizes and assist 
oi-ner m si .h oois ~+.ith the same problem. 

.,* 
i here was also the giowing diificully of accessing universities with 
foreign quafificatii~ns, of the inappropriateness of national curricula for 
internationally inobile stl~dents and the separation of students into broad 
national groupings to teach the pre-university entrance courses of three 
or four differerit countries. While these were-not crisis circumstances, 
rhev were brconiing important enough to require more earnest attention 
thah "politics-as-usuaI" issues. The concerns of the policy elite were not 
politicai but economic, demographic, educationa!, cultural and 
idmiogical. They %-ere disturbed not only about a school which rnight 
cease tu function for economic reasrtrls but also about the lack of an 
educational program to prepare citizens of the world who cocld 
cc>n;rit.ute to harmonious relations between different cultures - their 
idealegy concerned peaceful survival, on an irzternatianal scale, of the 
human Tact?. 

Hence the policy decision stage approached the "crisis" circumstances of 
Giindle and Tharnas. Certairdy tile "politics-as-usual" criteria did not 
apply: lower level officials were not involved, the decision was not 
incremental, but cautious and pioneering, and the stakes were not low 
but ideologically, culturally arid educationz~ly very high. The economic 
crisis of the Geneva school was a contributing factor. 

Finally, the nature of the policy constituency affects the capacity to make 
decisions and to ensure compliance. 

in general @icy making and implementation activiticf. will reflect the 
internis suppited by dominant eiements within the constituency whether 
hostile or supprlive (Anderm 3984: 95). 
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The constituency was pro-IB and comprised teachers, particularly from 
the International School of Geneva, influential parents (non-education 
professionals) pritlcipally associated with the UN, and their children. It 
was initidly a smsll, select group which grew relatively large and mare 
gragraphicaily dispersed. An agency with foreign clientele draws little 
political support or criticism from that conskituency since the articulation 
i f  demands is fragmented cn  an international scale making it almost 
impossible {or at least very expensive) to gather all the stake-holders 
togekher in one piace to press for changes and take extreme measures 
such as protest marches. Xevertheless formal annual meetings have 
developed to bring teachers, headmasters and government 
re~resentatiues together, but not students and parents. The iatter are the 
rliknts. Their only power i s  economic: not to subscribe to the IB program 
ii they are dissatisfied, 

Pn arrivi~g at a decision the ISA executive were not dealing with a policy 
that would be eni~rced by legislation and fear of reprimand by law.  ere 
was a policv decision where compliance (during the implementation 
stage! wouid depend on self-interest (Anderson 19%: 94). There would be 
no compulsion. The f B  wouId have to compete with national programs 
and be selected by students and parents who, even today, on a world scale, 
represent a very tiny number of all students preparing pre-university 
entrance examinations: about 16 000 in 1992 sat examinations for IB 
diplomas and certificates. 

Interest Group and Elite Theories 

In elite theory, the elite actors influence the public or policy recipients by 
initiating a decision. In interest group theory, interest groups [who may 
l.T *- m%,- ,,,ntiz! policy recipier?ts! !obby the elite derision makers with quite 
different proposals; the elite then make incremental decisions to appease 
conflicting interests. The decision making stage of the iB policy process 
ferms mote in line with interest group theory because the process 
started with the teachers, not with the ISA elite, but thereaster the 
similarity declines. There were no apposing aggregations and consensus, 
rather than conflict resolution, *inited the interest group of teachers with 
the iiira-e!i:e coa!i:ion of !SA. The latter -++ere therefore not ob!iged to 
seek conciliatory decisions involving minor adjustments. They made a 
cautious but pioneering decision, inviting the board of the International 
School of Geneva to agree to its teachers proceeding with the construction 
of an international santemporarv history program; further 
intermationa2isitig of other subjefts could then he explored. 

fn terms of interest group thwry actors surrounding the decision process 
may be represented as in Figure 7.2 
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FiX*urd7.2 An Interest Group Theory Representation of the 1% Policy 
Process 

Interest group rhwry identifies three groups of actors: groups in the 
public arena, administrators and elite decisicn makers. The impetus 
comes from interest groups within the public who put pressure on 
administrators andlor elite policy decision actors. The interest group of 
soda1 s:udies teachers lobbied the elite policy making actors of ISA who 
passed a recommendation on to another group of school policy makers 
(the board 3 5  the Geneva siiuml). The latter then supported the 
construction of new international curricula and urged the teachers of the 
International School of Geneva, who comprised the essential part of the 
interest group which had raised the matter with the ISA, ta proceed. The 
elite ISA group of internationaf actors had responded positively to a 
$ernand by the aggregated interest group of teachers. The policy makers 
had iiot shaped opinion amongst the teachers at  the agenda setting or 
decision stage (but they an important role in shaping public 
orinion towards the IB during the implementation phase, particularly 
those with high leverage). Once mobilised, the ISA elite actors created an 
administrative structure - ISES/IBO - for implenienting the IB program. it 
was the task of this administrative body to deliver the IB to schools 
where a new international group of students and parents were involved 
as policy recipients, but this group had not been active lobbiests. Teachers 
were deiiverers of the program and some of them had k n  part of the 
social studies conference and hence interest group members. The 
teachers, students and parents comprised the school community for 
whom the IB was intended. Some of the teachers were also designers of 
the program. 

!n terms of public policy processes khe infl?*zncz of an interest group 
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depends on its internal characteristics, its relative tactical position and the 
politics of the government. The 1962 Conference of Teachers of Social 
Studies in lnternatiol~al Schools consisted of a core group of idealists for 
international education from the International School of Geneva, 
Atlantic College and UN15 plus many other teachers from schools 
around the globe. This was a geographically disparate group united by a 
common philosophy. Moreover these were the potential designers and 
clnssroorrt deliuerersof the 1B. Internally, then, the group had x r y  
positive characteristics for success. 

Strategically they were well-placed vis-a-vis the decision makers since the 
ISA parents were the employers (via their individual school board 
membership) of many of these teachers. The interest group shared the 
same ideals and had positive comi-lunication charlnels to the boards of 
their schoois and hence to ISA (via their headmasters), and Leach's XSA 
consultancv bought him into direct contact with the ISA as Figure 7.3 
shows in the next section, *The Decision Making Elite." The teachers and 
ISA execcltives were not constrained by any party politics. 

Government decisions are often hindered because there are too many 
bureaucratic layers between the policy decision and its execution, layers 
comprising actors often far removed fram the decision. By contrast, in 
the IB policy process there is a direct link between the elite decision 
makers and implementaEon. Since the chief protagonists were identical 
in ISA and thi. board of the International School of Geneva, they could be 
considered as one b d y  which encouraged the teachers of the Geneva 
school to get on with the task. When ISES was created, and then IBO, 
their contact was directly with schools, sometimes via governments. 
There was no passing tl. :o-tgh regional bureaucraaes, there was no 
conflict of goals because schools chose to participate, therefcire no people 
were pursuing a different agenda. The designers and implementors of the 
IS progr;m went straight to the schools; there were no middle men and 
hexce no distortion of the iB message. In addition there w i -  a continuous 
stream oi workshops to if-'? teachets, receive fe&bacL and genera!!y 
prornclga!e the philosopiiy, pedagogy and assessment techniques of tl.? 

The Derision MaFng Elite 

f t  is hardly surprising that the ISA supported so readily the recommen- 
dations of h e  Conference of social studies teachers. fSA had proposed the 
conference in July 1960 with th.r full agreement of Cook (I5A chairman), 
Gourmaghtigh (1% treasurer) and For~bes USA member who had since 
left the Inrernational School of Geneva for UNIS). At the time of the 
decision in August 1962, Gm2 qaghtigh was treasurer of €SA 11957 to 
1962) and ciairrnan of the board of the International School of Geneva 
!l900 to 1966); Russell Cwk, a member of the board of the International 
School of Geneva, was 15-4 chairman Ifor eighteen years from 1952 to 
1970). Roquette who was now head of the French Language Section was 



present; he had always had an interest in teacher training for 
international schools and was very partial to the idea of an intemationai 
diploma. He had been chairman of the CIS and main organiser of the 
C o ~ r s e  for Teachers Interested in International Education (1950). Cole- 
Baker, now head o f  the English Language Section and of the whole 
International School of Geneva, was elected ISA secretary for 1962-63. He 
had been the main support for Leach's consultancy. Leach had spoken to 
Roquette and Cole-Baker of the social studies teachers' recommendations 
before they were raised officially at the 158 meeting (Leach interview 

The decision makers were, then, those same individuals who had 
aggregated under the ISA label to promote international education and 
international schoois. They knew each ather well and were enthused by 
the same ideology. They were also people of vision, willing to take a risk. 
Given the highly iesoonsible positions of parents in the UN and the past 
performance of ed:.cators like Roquette, such initiative should not be 
unexpected. Becaw those affected by the consequences of the problem 
were very much the decision makers (parents and sci,;oI administrators), 
access to them was automatic. The teachers' recommendations were 
represented by the decision makers themselves. 

The conviction that an 16 m u s t  exist carried the ISA forward; the support 
of UNESCO and the calibre of the ISA elite involved, with their 
important internationl connections, provided a solid base for officially 
launching the project. Goormaghtigh, in particular, who saw the IB 
through its gestation period and for many years after, was a tremendous 

Goormaghtigh played a capital role and made the IB politically acceptable. 
He wzs a man of internuanal stature and was held in high standing in the 
city of Geneva. When he gave his imprimatur to the 1% idea he automaticaliy 
brought with him p p l e  in the highest educational and political circles in 
Erzrope and the United States {Ritchie interview 1992). 

While there were other important international public servants who 
were directly involved, their presence and support was usually more 
spasmodic as they came and left Geneva. Goormaghtigh, on the other 
hand, contributed aver a long period of time. 

The ISA decision makers were not confronted with an example of an 
international history curriculum on the basis of whlch they might reach 
a decision. No technical analysis of the curriculum to be created, even in 
terns of aims OF objectives, preceded the policy decision. The ISA elite 
subscribed to the need for an international perspective in education, for 
intercultural understanding and for access to universities throughout the 
?h-orld. They left the detail of the curriculum and the objectives which 
would shape it to those with the expertise: the teachers, There were 
substantial kommunication channels from the EA. executive and the 



Rooquette and Coie-Baker. But the faith of the decision makers that the 
teachers would be equal to the task also came through a personal and 
more pweriul  source: the children of the ISA executive and h a r d  
members; they inevitably conveyed impressions of the teachers to their 
parents. There is evidence to suggest that the International School of 
Geneva did attract a group of particularly gifted and dedicated staff. The 
bicentenary volume Ecoie Internationale Be Geneve 1924-1974 contains 
many testimonials from ex-students concerning the high regard in which 
they  held certain teachers. These include the pioneers of the I0 
curriculum in the early 1960s. -%me teachers stayed at the school for 
approximately thirty years such as Bob Leach (history) and Nansi Poirel 
(Engljsh), and others are still there (in 1992): Phil Thomas (economics), 
Reg~nald Unitt (sciences) and Mich~el K light (history). 

Formal and informal networks opeI3ted to keep the elite informed. In 
addition, Leach, through his !SA consultancy, had direct access to the PSA 
executive and the board of his school, and informally ro UNESCO. The 
latter's support for a number of projects concerned with international 
cooperation was another influential force on the decision makers. 

Figure 7.3 depicts the information networks to the elite actors at the time 
of their decisions of August k p t e m b e r  1962. 

ISA executive/board of the Int Schl of Geneva 

1 ~'NEKO - t 

Figure 7.3 Information Networks to the Decision Making Elite 

The ISA recommendation was immediately taken up by the 
International School of Geneva. Leach cortvened a team of history 
teachers at his school to work on the international contemporary history 
svllabus and examination.The project had the blessing of the board of the 
~kternational School of Geneva where Goormaghtigh was chairman and 
Cmk was a member (Goormaghtigh interview 2991). Cole-Baker and 
Roquette were also members as heads of the English and French 
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Language Sections. Hence an important part of the ISA executive 
membership also sat on the board of theinternational SchmI of Geneva. 
Yet, the decision io proceed with a course for international schools in 
conternprarv hiscory does not appear in the minutes of the board 
meetings of the Inte-national School of Geneva. The only reference is as 
follows: 

Le Comil  de Girection a not6 la Conferenn F u r  les Prof&wur~ de Sdenns 
k i a l e s  dam des Emlm Internationales qu'a organi* r&ement !'Association 
dm Ecvles internationales et qui a eu lieu A 1' kale. Le Consfit e felicit6 
Monsieur Leach du suc& de Ia mnf&ace. 

(Thc bard nokd the ment Confer- for Teachers of Social Studies in 
Lntemational khwls organised by ISA at the school and congratulated Mr 
Leach on its succm). 
(Pmck Verbal de la Saance du Co, r i l  de Direction de I'Aswiation de I'Ecole 
Internationale de Geneve, 13 xpten~ore 1962) 

Goormaghtigh (interview 1991) and ColeBaker (correspondence 1992) 
remember a brief discussion of the recommendations from this 
conference at the board meeting and general nods of approval, but this 
was not recorded in the minutes. A careful reading of the b a r d  minutes 
from 1955 to 1966 shows that matters concerning the m i c u l u m  and 
examinations were rarely discussed except to list final year examination 
results in the various national diplomas taught separately. There were 
more immediate problems of finance, conditions of employment, 
appointment of senior staff, recruitment of students, use of buiIdings, 
acquisition of property, and so on which made up the agenda of most 
meetings. Not a11 board members saw the potential of an international 
university-entrance qualification for reducing the econclmically unviable 
senior classes leading to five national diplomas (at the time of the board 
meetings between 1955 and 1966). Goormaghtigh, Cook and Cole-Baker 
were much more alert to this aspect. 

Kevertheless the problem of access to ttniversities world-wide had been 
offiridly raised just a few months before by a board member, Mrs 
Peterson, who said: 'The education here has to be such as to enable any 
student to kw acceptable to any university in the world" (Minutes of the 
Generid Assembly of the International School of Geneva, 4 June 1962). 
The board may have had this need uppermost in their mind when 
comrnmting abolli the success of the Conference of Teachers of Social 
Studies in International Schools at their September 1962 meeting. 

The Nature of the Policy Statement 

The statement is devoid of reasons or educational objectives assodated 
with the decision to establish the contemporary history examination. It in 
fact d w s  not mention the development of a new curriculum; only the 
word "examinstion" appears. The policy statement does no! specify the 
content of the examination nor the rationale behind it. Tn the 
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temnology of Pressman and Wildavsky (19%: xxii) it is policy expressed 
as a "disembodied objective." Taken in isolation and given to a group of 
implementors there would be a number of questions to ask before 
anything could be started. For instance, there IS no mention of the fact 
that the examination is to be an internntional one. The statement must 
be read in light of the political, educational and ideological context which 
led to the conference of social studies teachers in 1962. This ISA policy 
statement was for an audience who, like the elite of ISA, were familiar 
with the rationale for international education that had been evolving 
from as far back as Meyhoffer's call for a maturrtt infernfftionnle in 1925 
Moreover, this rationale was reiterated in the Report from the social 
studies Teachers' Conference: the problems associated with university 
entrance, the need for an international approach to education in an 
lnternat~onal schwl and the importance of breaking down cultural 
barriers in a bid for a pedceful world. It was clearly understood 5 a t  the 
requirement was for the development of a curriculum as well as an 
examination and that the course was to have an internationa1 
perspective (Leach interview 1991). 

Educational aims, so essential to the creation of any curriculum, were 
developed over the next few years as subject committees met frequently 
and thrashed out views from-different cultural perspectives. The ISA 
poiicy statement left this :ask up to the implementors. 

The statement is not a prescriptive decision. It is cautious. It asks for an 
exploration of the possibility Even before the positive feedback on the 
contemporary history course and examination, the teachers at the 
Internatzonal Schod of Geneva started work in other subject areas, with 
the help of a small UNESCO grant, and the ISA made further decisions 
associated with the implementation phase. This first decision gave no 
direction about the design, delivery, marketing and administration of the 
international diploma. The mention of sponsorship from the authorities 
responsible for the three most sought-after university-entrance 
qu&ification. a l  the tirrte - Efiglish GCE "A" Ihve!s, French Ra.;.rdauaeafe 
and American College kard Advanced Placement - refers to possible 
sources of curriculum and examination development expertise from 
different countries, and perhaps funding and marketing. The 
administrative mechanism by which this would take place is not 

Whrle the policy statement indicates assistance from the three examining 
boards, the elite policy makers of ISA knew that the teachers of the 
hternational Schmxll of Geneva wear willing to commence the task. Cole- 
Baker had had no offer of assistance from teachers in other schmls at the 
end of the social studies teachers' conference with the exception of the 
one teacher from WNIS previously mentioned. 
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Synthesis 

Table 7.2 shows the actors and events concerning the policy decision 

~ u ~ / S e p t :  lnt k h l  ofGneva was ask& to develop i ~ t  ISA: Coc~k. Gmmghtigh 
contemporary history eoum & to look at e u m ~ ~ o n  perenis; Colc-Baker, 
intemationai standards Roqudte headmasfe~s 

%p!: dec5sion taken to devir a con&mporary &f of Int Schl of Gemva: 
history exam & syllabus 

Tnhfe 7.2 Chronological Summary of the Policy Decision Stage and 
Actors Involved 

The actual decision involves one action by ISA leading to a subsequent 
action by the b a r d  of the International School of Geneva. The decision to 
proceed with the contemporary history syllabus and examination was the 
turning point and the culmination of the policy formation phase. If this 
decision had not been made, the IB might not have occurred. Note in 
Table 7.2 that although ISA suggested the idea to the International School 
of Geneva whose board then agreed, the main protagonists listed for both 
entities are identical. Gmrmaghtigh and Cook (parents) were acting for 
ideological (an interdependent world free from conflict), cultural 
iintercuiturai understanding and apprtciation), demographic (university 
access) and educational (international curriculum) reasons. Cole-Baker 
and Koquette (headmasters) were moved to action by similar concerns. 

Gounnaghtigh and Cook are categorised as parents because that was the 
reason they became invoived in ISA. They were equally non-education 
pmiessionals, a category which is applied to Goormagktigh when he 
became chairman of the ISES council in February 1964; from this time 
his important position with the European Office of the Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace gave him much influence for the 
future benefit of the IB project. He also stayed with the i B  long after his 
children left school. Cole-Baker, headmaster, and Gaormaghiigh (parent), 
chairman of the b a r d ,  were also influenced by the economic crisis at the 
International School of Geneva. 

Cook, Goormaghtigh and indirectly other parents were concerned about 
the welfare of their families which would suffer if their children could 
not enter universities of their mother country or elsewhere after having 
studied in Geneva, in order to preserve the student's educational 
opportunities, boarding away from the family or the rejection of an 
overxas posting by the bread-winner were solutions which could be 
detrimental to the long-term benefit of famify members. 



Figure 7.4 depicts the policy decihon stage (or layer) of the policy protess 
In terms of the conceptual framework components. Since the %SA and the 
board of the international School of Geneva con~prised some 
headmasters as well as parents, ACI and AC3 caliectively represent the 
elite actors of both Mis. 

Chapter 8 presents the iies~grr stage from two aspects Flrst the design of 
the progran; is co~tcerned with curriculum development which reflects 
the spirit of the El, exploration of assessment techniques leading to 
examination paplers of a good academic standard, and arriving; at the right 
mix of subjects to make the diploma acceptable to universities world- 
wide. The othcr aspect address& the planning of subsequent action which 
leads to the execution of the I6 program in ternrs of marketing, delivery, 
human and material resources, and funding. Summaries of events 
related to each aspect and a final conceptual framework synthesis of 
actors and factors which influence them camplete the chapter. 





Chapter VI: Conditions tor the award of the Diploma 

Article 9 

1. TheDiploma will beawarded tocandidateswhosatotalscore, including 
any bonusor penalty po~nts. rpachesor excaeds24pointsailddoesnot 
contain any of the following failing conditions: 

A. Higher level subjects 

(at a grade 2 
(h) agrade3 notcompensatedbyagrade5o~above1nanothe~HL 

subject 

B Subsidiary level subjecrs 

(a) a grade 1 

(b) more than one g ram 2 

C. Overall result  

(a! more than three grades 3 
ib) more than one grade 3 if there is a grade 2 at SL, 

2 Award of a Diploma on  overall score 

Candidates with only one failing condition as set out in Anicle 9.1 
above. hut w ~ t h a  totalscoreof at least 28points.includingany bonusor 
penalty powts. will be awarded the Diploma. 

3. Excluding conditions 

The Diploma cannot be awarded, whatever the total score, to candi- 
dates who have: 

!a) received a grade ! in any HL subject 

ib l  not submitted an Extended Essay 

ici not followed a course in tine Theoiy of Knowledge 

Idi  not engaged in  CASS actiuities, as defined in Article 2.2(c).  

1987 - 7 - IV 



4 Arbitration 

The Arb~tration Cornmntee will reviewthe resultsof candidates whose 
oerformance may have been affected by special circumstan~es duly 
reported by the school to I 8 0  

Candldatesover theageof 23atthe timeof theaward oftheDrploma w ~ l l  be 
exewotedfrom theorov~s~onsof Art1cles2 21b) and2.21r). and rnavoresent r . . . .~ . . 
results in the s i x  SI' jectg required for the Diploma achieved at an indefinite 
number c! ammina, ion sessions. 

Chapter Vfl: Award of the Dip:oma 

Article 11 

Candidates who satisfy the rsqtiirenents of Chapter Vl will be awarded the 
Diploma. 

Candidateswho have:aken examinationsinat least oneof thesubjectsfrorn 
Groups3or4 in aianguageotherthan theiilanguageA,orwho haveoffered 
two languages A, wilt be awarded a Diploma classified "8ilinyuaf". 

Annex i to rhe Diploma will show the grades obtained in  each subject, and 
any bonus or genaity points awarded. 

Annex 2ioiheDipioma. bearingihesignatureof theHeadof theschool. will 
show the title of the Exiended Essay, cletailsof .he coursework part ic i~at ion 
~n theiheory of Knowledge, and a report on ?he candidate'sinvolvement in 
extra-curricular activities (CASS). 

Chapter Viil: Award of Certificates 

Candidateswho do not fulfil the requirementsimposedbyChapterVIfo~the 
aviard of the Diploma will receive a Certificate indicating the results 
obtained. 



Candidates for the Dipioms wtshlng to offer subjects in excess of tria slr 

required as deftnsd tn Arttcla 2 may register a t  CeGrfrate candtdaies fur 
the eX1:a 3ubjects 

Candldates who have heen awardedihe Diplomaand who resit oneormore 
subjects to improve their grade@) wil l  be ciassified as Resit candidaZesand 
will receiveaCeittiicate indrcating ttreresult(s) obtained 8t tneresit+wiorr. 

Candidates who do not swk the award of the Diploma may antar tor one or 
several subiects. provided thaithe number of hours ofstudy foreach subject 
recommended in Article 2 has been completed. Such candidat- w ~ l l  be 
ciassifted as Gertlfitate candidates and wiil ieceive a tertificste indicating 
the resultis) obtained~ 

Article 13 

iiesuitsobtained by a Cenificatecandidatecannot subsequently contribule 
to the award of  a Diploma for thal candidate. 




